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King And Abernathy 'Put Out' Of Albany Jail
'

.D
8

Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Ralph Abernathy„ perennial
Jail partners, were released
from the Albany city jail
Thursday over their strong
protest.
Abernathy, now an Atlanta
pastor, declared, "I feel our
has
Oonstitution
privileges
been violated. We have been
advised by counsel that the
payment of our fines by this
mysterious person raises a
grave legal question that
hinges on denying us "due
process of law."
Dr. King in a press conference immediately following
the sudden release said, "We
are most unhappy about being
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out of jail. What disturbs us with the chief of police, Laumost is the subtle and con- rie Pritchett, for more than
niving methods used to release two hours.
There was some indication
us. We rare literally forced
out of jail against our will." that an agreement had been
Several local leaders felt the reached on all but one point
city had a change of heart of the Albany movement's resince they discerned the high quest. No agreement could be
enthusiasm of the Albany com- reached on the disposition of
munity at the mass meeting the more than 700 cases still
Wednesday night. "They knew pending.
The 32 persons who joined
we were ready to march again
Thursday morning, that is Dr. King on Wednesday rewhy they've got King and mained in Mitchell County
Abernathy out of that jail." jail Friday. The later group
Later in the day (Thursday), was headed by C. K. Steele
King and Abernathy accom- of Tallahassee, Fla.
panied by local leader, Dr. NOW OR NEVER
W. G. Anderson and Counsel, The obvious plan of the
C. B. King of Albany, closeted Albany movement to send

small groups in daily to join
Dr. King and Rev. Abernathy
was suspended in lieu of the
SCLC leader's release.
Thursday night, C. T. Vivian,
formerly of Nashville and now
of Chattanooga, spoke at mass
meetings at two churches on
opposite corners.
Approximately 1,500 enthusiastic supporters crowded the
sanctuaries of the Shiloh and
Mt. Zion Baptist Churches.
More talks were scheduled
for Friday in an effort to resolve the final disposition of
the pending cases. "It is now
or never," declared Anderson,
leader of the Albany movement.

says
Walker Elected Head Of
'Farris-For-Governor'
New Democratic Group
Frank Clement

A Maceo Walker, president motivated by personal recogniof Universal Life Insurance tion."
company, sharply criticized
Walker said Negroes should
the Shelby County Democratic vote for Bill Farris because
club for its endorsement of he played a key role in the
Frank Clement for governor "Memphis pattern of desegand Ross Pritchard for U. S. regation," and elevated NeRepresentative at a meeting groes to foreman jobs in the
held at the insurance firm's Department of Public Works
here
seen
PLANNING FOR AUG. 2 — of the organisation,
home office last week.
long before he began seeking
W.
A.
Atty.
In
with
Memphis durng the
conferring
At the same time, Walker the post as governor.
the
of
secretary
Jr.,
Willis,
with
confer
to
weekend
assumed the chairmanship of The insurance executive and
members of the Tennessee TVC. Rev. Dennis was guest I h e Citizens-For-Farris-and- banker said Negroes should
speaker at Gospel Temple Davis Committee.
Voters Council, a slate wide
vote for Cliff Davis, because
Baptist church on Sunday
organization, was Rey. WilAlso named to committee the Congressman has promised
morning.
liam A. Dennis. left, of Chatto
assist in the upgrading of
posts at the meeting attended
tanooga. one of the directors
by some 60 interested citizens Negroes on Federal jobs. He
were Frank Kilpatrick, vice explained that one Negro has
The Youth Committee of the phis and Shelby County. Each
chairman; Lawrence Wade, been promoted to assistant perShelby County Democratic club with an area chairman and
secretary; and Taylor C. D. sonnel director at the local post
will hold a "youth rally" headquarters. Their work will
Hayes, treasurer. Both Walker office, and two women at UniThursday. July 19, at 10:30 consist of distributing camand Kilpatrick have served as versal offered Federal jobs not
The Operation Unity Team
a.m., at 333 Beale ave., Cam- paign materials in their compresident of the Shelby Coun- previously held by members
munity, persuading citizens to
paign headquarters.
of Jack Ramsay and Bruce
ty Democratic club at various of the minority race.
Candidates will speak to the support the Democratic Club
Jordan, candidates for the
times this year, and both reWalker told the gathering
young people and ask their ticket, and organizing meetsigned under Attys. Russell that he was criticized for acCounty Commission in the
help in turning out a big vote ings and rallies.
a top post with the
cepting
Sugarmon and A. W. Willis
Aug. 2 Democratic Primary,
for the Democratic club's slate STUDENTS WORKING
Memphis Transit Authority,
leadership.
of
Members
Youth
the
Comsaid of the platform they have
of candidates.
In a one-hour opening state- "but we now have 14 Negro
The Youth Committee was mittee include representatives
adopted — "it should be of
ment, Walker said the Demo- bus drivers, and isn't that reaorganized recently, and since of most of the city and county
vital interest to all Memphis
Presently, a total of 436 cratic club had made a "ser- son enough for taking it?"
By KEN MORRELL
that time has brought together high schools, LeMoyne, Owen,
He explained that if he had
miles of work has been let to ious mistake in its endorsement
and Shelby County citizens."
State, Tennessee
(Second In Series)
over 75 young people between Memphis
contract on the interstate sys- of candidates for Congress and not accepted the post, no NeH. A. GILLIAM
th siges of 15 and 25 from State, and Southern and PeaThe Shelby County tax rate
Perhaps no other function of tem, at a cost of nearly $250 governor, and we are going gro would have been appoint*:Ais and Shelby County. body Colleges. The Committee
ed.
Ln 1956 was $1.05 per $100 of State Government so vitally million not including engineer- to right these wrongs."
The Youth Committee elect- is assisted by Mrs. Laurie Suassessed valuation. Now, it is affects the economy of Tennes- ing or rights-of-way expenses. He charged that "some of The committee holds meeted as its president, Larry Tur garmon, Mrs. Katie Sexton,
these self-styled Negro leaders ings each Monday night at
see as its program of highway PAST DECADE
$2.21.
ner, president of both Owen Mrs. Johnnie Mae Peters and
have done nothing in the area 7:30 o'clock Universal Life Inconstruction.
College Student Council and Mrs. Gertrude Carter. All
1953,
$300,than
Since
more
Jordan and Ramsey have
of civil rights or any other surance company, and all ingovas
Clement,
Frank
And
young
people
are invited to atOwen College Chapter of the
consistently attacked incum- ernor betwcen 1953 and 1959; 000,000 has been spent for im- area unless they have been terested persons are invited.
Phi Theta Kappa National Jun- tend the meeting on Thursday.
bent Dave Harsh's $5 million insisted that roads be built on provements and construction
be
Refreshments
will
servior College Honor Society.
-1The Challenge of Compet- "Contingency Fund." Harsh the basis of engineering and on the primary system, more
ed.
APPOINTS COMMITTEES
ing in ,A Changing Market" recommended the fund to the scientific studies rather than than $100.000,000 on secondary
system projects and nearly $60
Turner appointed four standpolitical expediency.
will be the topic of H. A. County Court recently.
ing committees, including a
Next to public education. million for construction on
to
speech
our
in
plans
keynote
the
of
"One
Gilliam's
keep
to
rural roads.
Telephone Committee
highway construction takes the
the Agency Section of the 42nd platform is economy in gov- largest slice of the state tax
in touch with the members,
Although 90 per cent of the
was
"It
said.
Jordan
ernment,"
a Headquarters Committee to
Annual National Insurance
most distressing to see that dollar. Clement asked the 1953 costs of interstate construction
volunteer workers at
aid
Association when it convenes Commissioner Harsh suggest- Legislature to authorize a and other funds are allocated
Headquarters, a
Campaign
Los Angeles July 23-27.
ii
ed creating this ridiculous fund. comprehensive needs study of by the Federal Government, The Baptist Ministers Alli- sanitation department and othPublicity Committee to inform
all state highways, county Tennessee's contribution to
the community of youth aclevels.
Gilliam is Universal Life That money is one and one- roads and city streets.
building highways has risen ance and the Baptist Ministers er
half times the whole operattivities and a Ward Commitsecond
company's
Insurance
Conducted by the Automo- ,herply during the past decade. Conference went on record as (6) "Increase pay for prisonCourt
Sam
Criininal
Judge
County
the
ing
of
budget
tee to coordinate the work of
giving support to the candidacy ers at the Penal Farm."
tive Safety Foundation in coopCampbell surprised counsel- vice presiednt and agency di- Commission.
In fiscal 1952-53, a total of
members in the various wards.
eration with the Tennessee sal million was appropriated of George W. Lee who is in the (7) "Representation of Nerector.
the
three
for
and
ors
state
At its last meeting the Youth
"Jack Ramsay and I are tre- Highway Study Commission,
midst of the political fight of groes in the new city governCommittee was divided into defendants accused of refusWhile his address has not mendously concerned about the results of the long-range from state funds and an addi- his life to be re-elected to the ment."
to
ing
from
a
obey
from
tion
orders
al
t7
came
million
he
says
Gilliam
representing
groups
area
been released.
the constant increasing cost of goals were made public three
Republican Party's State ExecThe ministers also explained
the Federal Government.
North Memphis. South Mem- policeman during sit-ins, and will challenge the Agency men running the county govern- years later,
utive Committee during the their views on pastors particimeted out 30-day jail sen- to propel the three basics, separtterm.
Clement's
flaring
Republican Primary on Aug. 2. pating actively in politics.
ment," he said. "There is no $71:10 MILLION
tences last Friday.
lection, training and organize- stability to a tax rate that has Construction on the defense ly because of the interstate The same group of ministers, They stated: "the Bible is amyear
At the same time Judge Lion, in their efforts to meet risen
every
almost
program,
few
so much in the past
superhighway network, which brought new record expendi- reportedly 150, also pledged ply clear in both the old and
Campbell criticized a criminal the challerfo of a changing years."
support to the re-election of new Testament in support of
will include 1,047 miles in
court jury which levied fines market.
tures. In fiscal 1958-59, State Dave Harsh, incumbent chair- ministerial participation in poon
proceeded
has
Tennessee,
platJordan's
construction
and
Ramsay's
highway
for
funds
of only $10 against the three
the County Commission litical interest in the affairs of
Gilliam's experience in life form includes six points: econ- schedule under both the ad- climbed to more than $73 mil- man of
former LeMoyne students aftgeneral election.
government."
insurance and in agency work omy, jobs, schools, the little ministrations of former Gov. lion and federal allocations in the
er a trial in late May.
The group went on to say o4.
in particular, as well as his hatch act, consolidation and an Clement and Gov. Buford El- totaled almost the same In pamphlets being circulat"Thirthe
Terming
himself
"Over 18,700 jobs and $66,ed among voters, the minis- Lee, manager of the Memphis.
lington.
personal success were factors open door policy.
amount.
juror,"
teenth
Judge
Camp— More than 20,000 miles of FrDERAL FUNDS
595,000 in payrolls to Memphis
ter-group spells out "Why the Branch of Atlanta Life Insurbell added the jail terms to which entered into his seSpeaking on jobs, Ramsay
fought
and Shelby County are due
lection as the Agency Section's and Jordan have said: "our highway construction and im- The amount of money pro- Ministers Voted To Support ance Company, "he has
fines
the
against
levied
Grace
equality of opporto my work and influence said
Keynote speaker. He entered obsolete government has de- provements at a cost of over vided be the State increased George W. Lee and His Ticket 40 years for
Hooks
ParaJohn
and
Alston,
Primary." tunity for his people. He is
Rep. Clifford Davis.
ihe life insurance profession nied us the opportunity of $700 million.
nearly 75 per cent during the in the Republican
still our greatest hope in the,
Reasons given were:
—About 90 miles of the six-year period while funds al:"While a member of the lee Holt.
in 1936, and has been with great industrial
The
were
expansion,
students
arrested
interstate system is now open lotted by the Federal Govern- (1) "He is the only Negro on fight for human rights. He has
House Military Affairs ComcomInsuarnce
Life
Universal
riaittee from 1941-1945, I have during a sit-in at a downtown pany since 1939. Having come which our community stands to traffic and another 60 miles ment, largely for the inter- the 10-man Charter Commis- obtained more jobs for people
worked constantly to obtain store after police had received up through the ranks with on a great threshold of achiev- is scheduled to be completed state program, doubled.
sion to write a charter for the of all race than any other man
permanent military installa- a call that a bomb was planted his company, he has been a ing."
this year.
consolidation of city and coun- among us. He has helped More
fedin
curtailment
a
Despite
ministers and churches than
tions in his Ninth District. in the building. They claimed member of the official team
About schools, they said: —Tennessee ranks above eral funds in 1959 and part of ty governments."
Since their establishment, he they informed the students since 1952.
"We favor top quality educa- most Southern states in inter- 1960 and a new "contract con- (2) "He is fighting for Ne- any businessman among us. He
has, when necessary fought that they had received such a
tion for all our school children, state system mileage complet- trol" method by which the U.S. gro Democrats as well as Re- has helped to obtain educaA member of the American and support better county ed and far ahead of most states
tion for more young people,
against having them moved or call. The students denied it,
Bureau of Roads regulates the publicans to make better job
GilManagement,
Institute of
however.
Negro and white, than any
in the nation in the amount of flow of money from the Feder- opportunity."
abolished."
schools in every way."
participant
active
man we know. He fights
The students were repre- liam is an
The four major military inconstruction under way.
Highway Trust Fund, Gov. (3) "Lower tax on property." other
-1
they
act,
hatch
little
the
On
the
of
functions
agency
in Memphis."
stallations which Representa- sented in court by Attys. H. in all
STATE FUNDS
Ellington's administration has (4) "To have a police com- for all the people
effecmost
the
is
"This
said:
of
president
past
is
He
NIA.
Ministers named to the adtive Davis was instrumental in T. Lockard and Russell B.
—During this same period, expanded the program. The
the Agency Section and past tive protection against ma- nearly 7,090 miles of construc- calendar year 1961 brought missioner elected by voters visory committee of the "Vote
locating in Memphis are Navy Sugarmon, jr.
rather than appointed by the For Lee" Movement are:
chairman of the Educational chine politics. County employ- tion have been let to contract
Memphis at Millington. Airees should be paid for the on the rural road system, al- itl41.499 247 in contracts, the mayor."
Committee.
Rev. D. Warner Browning,
Force Memphis (Mallory Air
the
of
history
the
in
highest
the
work they do, not for
(5) To obtain a pension for
Depot) Memphis General Demost 5.000 miles on county state.
In addition to Gilliam, Uni- votes they influence."
See 'urns'. Page 2
Negroes working in the City's
pot and Kennedy General hossecondary roads, more than
Of particular significance is
versal Life's president, A. M.
pital.
1,1fal
of
Jordan
miles
and
improvements
Ramsay
Finally,
presiWalker and first vice
the fact that the State Highway
"These establishments have
dent-secretary, B. G. Olive, said: "We believe that county on the primary road network. Department under Clement's
meant much to Memphis'
addition,
than
—In
more
3,000
and
people
the
to
belong
National
offices
the
attend
administration formulated a
Jr. will
economy, education and popu- A special membership drive Insurance Association Conven- our doors will always be open miles of improvements have
See HIGHWAYS Page 2
been financed by State funds.
lation:" he said.
to them."
is scheduled to be started by tion
A breakdown of the four is the local Elks Lodge Sunday,
as follows: Navy Memphis has July 27 during a tea at the
an employment of 13,763 with Abe Scharff Branch YMCA.
an annual payroll of $38,000.- 254 S. Lauderdale St., at 3
No public event at the City The oi-der reads: 'The de000; Air Force—Memphis has p.m. Rev. D. E. Herring has
Auditorium can be held on a fendants shall not, nor shall
a personnel of 1,420 with an been named general chairsegregated basis in the future they permit segregation on
annual payroll of $9,628.000; man of the drive.
of a Federal District Court account of race or color in the
Memphis General Depot has
order that became effective use of the city auditorium
During the tea, top officials
a personnel of 1,860 and an
when being used for a public
here on July 11.
of the Elks will give brief
annual payroll of $9,000,000;
function or program,"
inspirational speeches
T.
H.
Atty.
to
According
and Kennedy General hospital
Although some progiams had
A citizens Committee has
Lockard, who represented the been presented in the audihas an employment of 1,685
named to aid Elks
plaintiffs, Mrs. Eloise Flowers torium on an integrated basis
with an annual payroll of $9,- also been
members in the membership
and 0. W. Pickett. it was the in recent months, the audito967,000.
chairman of this
first segregation case settled rium was in effect segregated
In addition to jobs and pay- drive. Named
T.
Thaddeus
is
committee
in the local court without an until the case was decided
rolls, the military installations
Mrs.
is
chairman
Vice
Stokes.
appeal.
further benefit the economy
last week.
memOther
Weathers.
H.
Ann
of the Memphis area through
Working to eradicate discri- Negroes had always attendeommiitee
are
the
of
bers
their annual purchases of
mination at the auditorium ed wrestling matches on a seg,many, many billions of dollars Robert Osborne, Willie Harwhen
basis. and
were Frank Gianotti, city at- regated
Tyson,
James
Connie
vey
supplies a n d materials
pers, H. C Nabrit. Dr. C. torney; Lee Winchester, Jr., whites were seated in a secHiggs. C. A. Evans, 0. C. McGhee, W. E. 'Ragsdale,
-A
HARSH
,Hurt.
AND
Ester
LEE
FOR
and
Watson
bought locally each year, said
L. Dinkins. B L. Hooks. J. Shelby County attorney, and tion of the balcony, a curtain
A program in connection group of minister% have Criven;, W. P. Scott, J. W. H. H. Harper, L. M. Morgan Davis.
W. Webb, Lt. George W. Walter Chandler for the de- would be drawn between
Williams, L. Brookins, P. T. field, L. Biles, C. HookCama
as
appointed
is
scheduled
drive
been
the
with
For example, Air Force —
Lee, Bishop 1. 0. Patterson, fendants; and H. T. Lockard, them.
Stewart. M. Jones, C. Jones. er and I. Smith. On rear
Memphis conducts a $100,000,- for Friday, July' 27 at Metro- paign Committee to plan •
Commenting on the decirow, from left, are Revs. A. Revs. W. H. Brewster, A. for the plaintiffs. Associated
Baptist' church, 767 series of political rallies for and D. Varnado. On second
000 annual business It is the politan
Evans. W. C. Holmes, Rob- E. Campbell, W. C. Jackson, with Atty. Lockard in the case sion, Atty. Lockard said, "It
r007, lame order, are Revs.
worldwide manager of tax- Walker ave. The membership Lt. George W. Le* and Dave
Legal
was the best order that vse
left are A. C. Jackson. S. H. Cham- ert W. Norsworldiy. E. Bates, F. E. Williams. N. I.. Threat was Herrick Bell, of the
'payer's equipment valued at drive will clop* with a pa- Harsh. Seated from
obtain."
could
.
)
TAO
the
of
Fund
Defense
Earn'''.
A.
J.
and
PepJ.
R.
L.
Williams.
A.
W.
pion.
Sun&
A.
V.
L.
F.
B.
Calliben,
Revs. R. R.
rade.
more than $1.3 billions,

Ramsay-Jordan
Pledge Economy
In Government Highways Must Be Constructed
On Scientific Basis—Rather
Than Political Expediency

Democratic Youth Committee
In Hold Rally Here Thursday

a

Local Executive
To Address NIA

Judge Campbell
Adds 30 Days In
Jail For Sit-Ins

150 Baptist Ministers
Endorse George Lee

Davis Points To
•His Record

Elks Lodge Starts
Membership Drive

cit

of

111

District Court Eradicates
Bias At City Auditorium
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SATURDAY,

July S.
Mr. and Mrs. James Powell,
AT JOHN GASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Jodie Agee, 327 1889 Castalia; girl, Loretta.
HOSPITAL:
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson,
Lucy; girl, Shirley Denise.
July I.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Jeffries, 1041 N. Seventh; girl, Jeanne
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Payne,
555 Walker; girl, Tina Renee. Lee.
820 Henderson; girl, Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Ray, Mr. aand Mrs. Walter MorElizabeth.
940 N. Sixth; girl, Carolyn ton, 1002 Peach, Apt. 2; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. George AnderDenise.
son, 654 Walker; boy, Ronnie. Mr. and Mrs. Kermit L. Vandora.
Mr. and Mrs. George SutMr. and Mrs. Grant WilMoore, 1628 Miller; boy, Kerton, 87 W. Vaal; boy, Dempliams, 1372 N. Bellevue; boy,
mit Lamson Jr.
sey.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac D. McCool, Donald Eric.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Becton,
1533 Boxwood; girl, Sherry
Mr. and Mrs. George Key,
241 Joubert; girl, Vicki Lynn.
Jean.
1999 Brooks; boy, Eric Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy M. RobertMr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Yancy,
son, 1319 Bellevue; boy, MarBritt, 767 Alston; boy, Anthony 538 N. Fifth; a boy.
cellus.
Antonio.
Mr. and Mrs. David Johnson, AT HAMPTON INSTITUTE
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E.
ences as tools in solving
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Graves, 377 Abel; boy, David Jr.
Ford, 2238 Curry; boy, Clar—Miss Brenda Tette, standworld problems. Reviewing
400 S. Third; boy, Marshane
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Butler, ing at right, a recent gradence Earl Jr.
her registration form are
Dewayne.
232
Turley, Apt. 1; girl, Shelia uate of Hamilton
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. WeaHigh
Dr. Hyman Kuril:, director
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy J. Wil- Jean.
ver, 2481 Winona; girl, Tracy
School, is attending a Soof the social science instiliams, 1139 Texas: girl, DedMonique.
cial Science Institute offered
tute, and Dr. Nancy B. McJuly 12.
rienne Felice.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester L.
Ghee, director of the sumMr. and Mrs. George W. for the first tint* to high
July 9.
Campbell, 784 E. Waldorf; girl:
school seniors and graduates, mer session. Miss Tette is
Mr. and Mrs. " Robert L. Taylor, 2713 Carnes; girl,
which offers extensive exPaula Renee.
the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Franklin, 261 E. Virginia; girl, Janet Shirelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie C.
0. H. Tette of 1423 Norris rd.
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson Le- amination of the social sci
Tanya.
Merriweather, 1793 Keltner
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence John- wis, 3010 Crystal; girl, Melany
Cl.; girl, Tammy Lynn.
son, 1530 Boston; girl, Lillian Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Rosco T. RichVenette.
Mr. and Mrs. Elcue Strick- mond, 868 S. Fourth; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie McGirt,
land, 1461 Kyle; boy, Larry
557 Crump; girl, Angela.
Carl.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace E. Cox,
Mr. and Mrs. James Robinson, 867 Mosby; boy, James 890 S. Fourth; boy, Horace
Jerome.
Alton.
(Continued from page 11
Mr. annd Mrs. James D.
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan
pastor of Mt. Pisgah CME Stewart, 1514 N. Second; girl, Bailey, 959 S. Fourth; girl,
NEW
YORK
—
These lous traders purporting to be
Church; Rev. Roy Love, presi- Danita Elaine.
Helen Anita.
business items made news in businessmen a n d making
dent of Baptist Ministers ConMr. and Mrs. Joe Bonner, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boy- Nigeria last week:
trade contacts which have reference, a pester of Mt. Nebro 1238 Empire; boy, Joe III.
land, 632 E. Georgia; girl,
An inaugural meeting of sulted in some financial losBaptist church; Rev. A. E. Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie L. Sandra.
the Cocoa Producers Alliance ses to persons in this country
Campbell, president of the Readus, 757 Speed:'boy, Terry
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cumwas held in Lagos from July and Nigeria.
Regular Baptist Education and Lynn.
mings, 211 Modder; boy, Don16 • 19. The alliance is made
The attention of all AmeriMissionary Convention of Tenald
Demetrius.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Reed,
up of Brazil, Cameroun, Re- can businessmen intending to
nessee; Rev. S. A. Owen, pas- 1581 Pillow; boy, Keith Regi13.
July
public, Ivory Coast, Ghana do business of any sort in Nitor of Metropolitan Baptist
nald.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Hicks, and Nigeria.
church and president of the
geria is called to the fact that
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie L. 1157 Firestone; girl, Judy Ann.
•••
Tennessee Baptist Missionary
the
Nigerian
Government
Jackson, 1440 Minnie; girl,
WilMr.
and
Mrs.
Bemis
A
$156,000
pharmaceutical
and Education convention: Rev.
maintains in this country faPatricia Ann.
Essex;
girl,
Pattie
burn,
379
E.
company was opened in La- cilities which offer all types
W. Herbert Brewster, pastor
10.
Sue.
of East Trigg Avenue Baptist July
gos. The new company is a of information on trade matMr. and Mrs. Willie R. CoMr. and Mrs. Willie B. Ma- subsidiary of the Distillers
church; Rev. E. Bates, moderaters. The Trade and InvestDallas; boy, Melvin son, 1979 Cloverdale: a girl.
tor of Shelby County District wens, 818
Company (Bio - Chemicals) ment division of the ConsulMr. and Mrs. Willie M. Limited of Great Britain.
association; Rev. L R. Donson, Lenard.
ate General of Nigeria, 575
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Davis, Thomas, 1586 Barton; boy,
•••
moderator of Friendship DisLexington ave., New York,
Jack Anthony.
trict association; Rev. J. L. 3418 Cook; boy, Andre.
Production of crude oil in is equipped to advise busiMr. and Mrs. Freddie L. Nigeria
Tolbert, general secretary of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Sigwas 2,162,486 barrels nessmen on all matters conBoard of Evangelism of the gers, 1523 Ellington; boy, An- Payne. 1434 Greenwood; boy, during the month of May.
cerning proposals for the esVincent Bernard.
CME church: Rev. G. A. Evans hony Quinn.
1962.
while the export was tablishment of industrial propastor of Walker Memorial Mr. and Mrs. Floyd E. Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. 2.306.167 barrels.
jects in Nigeria.
Christian church: Rev. P. Gon- 1713 Ash; boy, Harold Lynn. Brown, 1691 Ragan; a girl, Al•••
It also supplies information
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. frieda Maria.
ya Hentrel, president of CME
Nigeria has joined a com- on the status of Nigerian
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Scott,
Minister Alliance; Rev. S. H. Carpenter, 1791 Kansas; boy,
Herring, St. Paul Baptist Frizell Denel Amos.
1647 Gabay; girl, Debbie Mi- mittee of eight other Afri- firms and investigates trade
can countries — Cameroun, complaints brought to its
church; Rev. Paul Fowlkes, July 11.
chelle.
Greenwood C. M. E. church; Mr. and Mrs. William Bell,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. John- Guinea, Liberia, Mali, Sudan, attention.
Tanganyika and Tunisia in
Businessmen who are not
Rev. W. T. Grafton, Rock of 1321 Gaither; a girl.
son, 1666 Harrison; a boy.
Ages Baptist church; Rev. H. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. recomending the establishment sure of their trade contacts
of
an
African Development may seek advice from the
H. Harper, St. Matthews Bap- 1165 Beechwood; boy, Ricky Peete, 1984 Jefferson; boy,
Bank under the auspices of Trade alnd Investment Divistist church; Rev. W. C. Jack- Lee.
Michael Jerome.
Hunt,
ion of this office.
son, Pearly Gates Baptist Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood the United Nations.
church; Rev. N. A. Crawford, 694 Baltimore; a girl.
Johnson, 1388 Cameron; a boy. The nine-nation CommitAbraham
Robtee of the UN Economic
First Baptist Mt. Olive Ave.: Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack G. GarRev. B. L. Hooks, Middle Bap- inson, 865 E. Person; girl,
ner, 1356 Kennedy; girl, Mer- Commission for Africa at a
tist church.
Denise.
Sharon
meeting held from June 18
lawese Cassandra.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgis Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Craw- to 22, in Monrovia (Liberia)
Johnson, 196 Greenlaw; girl,
proposed that there should be noes
ford, 891 S. Fourth; a girl.
Cleotris.
consultations
with
African
Nearly $30 million of the
Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Hor- and
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Montnon-African governments Post Office Department's fisgomery, 272 Adolphus; boy, ton, 355 S. Lauderdale; boy, to ascertain and gain detailed cal year 1962
appropriation
Michael Ray.
Jesse Jr.
views on the establishment of will go back to the Treasury.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Miller, such a bank.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Don
(Continued from page I)
as a result of cost-cutting pro• ••
Dickerson, 911 Lewis; boy, 601 Marble; girl, Katherine.
grams and major productivity
five-year construction
pro- Robert Don Jr.
In recent weeks a few gains by postal employees,
gram, revised each year on the
complaints reached this office Postmaster General J. Edward
basis of anticipated funds. Still
concerning some unsrupu- Day said today.
using the Automotive Safety
Foundation study as a guideline, highway officials are convinced that by this method
Starts SATURDAY!
they can best plan for the fu21
JULY
ture.
ONE BIG WEEK'
Under Clement's administration, the department develop- The Shelby County Demo- James E. Irvin, chairman:
FIRST MEMPHIS RUN!
ed the route for the interstate cratic club went on record as Lee Winchester, Jr., Dist. 1
Bert Bates, Dist. 2
network in cooperation with endorsing and supporting the
Mrs. Dorothyann Scott, Dist.
candidacy of 31 persons seekthe U. S. Bureau of Roads.
BODY ECONOMIC
ing election on August 2. 3
Allan Hanover, Dist. 4
In his message to the 1959 The endorsement was revealed
Claude A. Armour, Dist, 5
Legislature, Clement expressed during a meeting at the club's
these views concerning the campaign headquarters at 333 John Ford Canale, Dist. 6
program:
Beale at. last Monday night John F. Regus, Dist. 7
Herbert B. Moriarty, Dist. 8
"The vast and intricate net- (July 9).
work of roads which cover
Alexander Gladney, Dist. 9
Previously the club had enGeorge Holloway. Dist. 10
Tennessee are the veins and dorsed former governor Frank
STARRING
arteries of our body economic. G. Clement, who is seeking a
Fred Davis, Dist. 11
ACADEMY AWARD
CIVE
Through them flow the life- third term; and Dr. Ross Carl Moore, Dist. 12
blood of business and industry. Pritchard, a congressional canPaul Vescovo. Dist. 13
Edmund Orgill, Dist. 14
of agriculture and commerce didate.
SUPPORTING ACTRESS of the year
Others endorsed include:
which has enabled us to grow
B. Ray Allen, Dist. 15
'WEST SIDE STORY"
to our present dimensions eco- State Senate
General Election
nomically.
Charles C. Burch, 31st Dist. County Commission
"A highway cannot be built House of Representatives
Dave N. Harsh
overnight. Nor can it be built James T. Shaeffer, Dist. 2 Rudolph Jones
on the basis of political de- Edgar H. Gillock, Dist 13 County Register
sires, if it is to satisfy the re- Public Service Commission
Guy Bates
County Court Clerk
quirements of all of our peo- Edwina J. Threet
ple. Construction can begin State Democratic Executive
Ed Rice
Circuit Court Clerk
only after a multitudinous Committee
amount of detail work and
Ira H. Murphy
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon
Sheriff
planning has preceded it, and Jr.
only after the ned has been
M. A. Hinds
Jesse H. Turner
Probate Court Clerk
determined
and established
Mrs. Alberta Boartfied
from an engineering as well
Mrs Gertrude Decker
Mrs. Richard T. White
Supreme Court of Ten
as from an economic point of Shelby County Democratic
view."
Alexander Z. Looby
Committee

Nigeria Sends Warning
On Unscrupulous Traders

"I Million
Back

Highway

Chelby County Democratic Club
Endorses Slate Of Candidates Neu)DAISY

30fAks

WINNER _BEST

RITA
MORENO

VOTE FOR
BEN T. MINCY
for

A cut or two

dit's

.bove the usual...
SENSATIONAL,
'
'HARD HITTING...
EXCITEMENT."
"Genuinely chilling...
unusually good
performances,"

STATE
REPRESENTATIVE

Tilt G1.••.1 •ND SUN

DISTRICT NOLL

-axeLoomor
•••.v °Au

0,W11

Stand on Christian Principles
of REAL

"A Slice
LIRE, exciting

Graduate of Southern Law School

and

Veteran -Member American Legion
Earnestly solicits your vote and support

21, 195e!Wy
;

Ben Mincy Seeks
Seat In House Old

StorkStops

Baptist.

JULY

it

°ALL ilE
ASKED
OF Air

WAS
LOVE
Nor THE
COLOR
OF
SKIN,"

dramatic.

RITA MORENO - MARK DAMON • GERALD MOHR

Guard Republicans
Have 16 On Tickets..
LargestIn History

Ben T. Mincy, an employee
of International Harvester co.,
for the last 14 years, is speeding up his campaign to be
elected a State Representative.
He is being opposed by Jack
McNeil for District 11.
A labor leader, Mincy, a
it>
trustee of local 988 United Au' e
to Workers, has been presiThe Old Guard Republican PROBATE COURT CLERKt
"•
dent, financial secretary-treas- club, headed by George W. Mis. Gertrude Decker
urer of the local.
Lee, has entered a total of 16 CIRCUIT COURT CLERK:
. 11
A former life insurance agent persons in the Republican Pri- Ira H Murphy
and a farmer for many years, mary, the largest number ever 00UNTY REGISTER:
0 0
,
7'
he was graduated from Tech entered by the Old Guard. In
Guy D Bates
High school before receiving 1952, the year former Presi- SUPREME COURT OF
•
a law degree at Southern Law dent Dwight D. Eisenhower, TENNESSEE:
university. Active in civic and was seeking election, nine canAlexander Z. Looby
union affairs, he is a member didates ran.
AmerChrist,
f the Church of
Lee said, "We have some
ican Legion Post No. 1, and 61 very good candidates in this
Improvement
club.
North
race. There is Raymond Briggs,
Mincy said: "I believe man- brother to the man who startagement and labor are essen- ed "Welcome Wagon;" Bowers
WASHINGTON -- The San-"
tial to each other and the na- Hickman, commander of the ate has confirmed the appointtion — that is what made American Legion Post No. 1, ment of Howard W. HaberAmerica great." He added:
one of the largest in America; meyer to a second 5-year .
"The Tennessee Education and George Harrison, a former term, beginning August 29, sa
association has a program that U. S. marshal. We also have chairman and public
membec,„ •
I will support if elected. More some fine women running for of the Railroad Retirement
money is needed for education office to uphold womanhood." Board.
and more education for the U. 5. CONGRESSMAN:
Habermeyer, 47, was first
money."
Raymond Briggs
125 appointed to his present posi,=.
Mincy listed a part of his
tion
in November, 1956, to OD vi
STATE EXECUTIVE
platform as follows:
the unexpired term of the for.COMMITTEE:
(1) "I believe that the tax
mer chairman.
structure should be stabilized
129
A native of Illinois, Haber-,
George W Lee
to attract new industries. In
130 meyer is a federal career emu. •
Dave Marks
Tenthe last 10 years, 300,000
134 ployee, having begun his goy, .
Ann Moody
nesseans have left the state
135 ernment service with til,.
Belle Pettigrew
seeking work. •
STATE SENATE:
board in 1936. He has been
(2) "I will support Tennes137 cited a number of times for his .
Bowers Hickman
see's Education association'F
Loring Warner
139 outstanding service and abilprogram. Our future is in omii
140 ity.
George Harrison
143
children and teachers.
Jack Stites
(3) "I believe that job op- HOUSE OF
Wife Preservers
portunities should be in Teased. REPRESENTATIVES:
(4) "I will support legisla145
Rosetta Watson
tion to improve traffic safety."
146
George Brown
(5) "I will support legisla148
Kenneth Finley
tion to set-up educational re151
Joe Granito
habilitation programs for alco- T. L Spencer
153
holics.
155
Maxie Draper
157
-(6) "I will support legislaJohn Stuart
tion for reapportionment acEndorsed by the Old Guard
cording to the Constitution.
Republican club are the follow(7) "I will support state ing persons, seeking election
guaranteed loans to students in the General Election.
— with low interest."
COUNTY COMMISSION:
Never wrap a titre' enewed •
Mincy, of 2104 Court st., is Dave Harsh
Rudolph Jones warm appliance; hit's, liernelp
Rey
result.
and
the
father
of
one
SHERIFF:
married
son.
M. A. Hinds

Habermeyer In
2nd RRB Term

Kroger Has

LOWER
PRICES
...Plus Top Value Stamps

RYERS

U.S. Grade A
Whole

delli

A lo

lb.

U.S. Grade A

Turkeys
Skinless Franks
Pig Feet
Sliced Bacon
l3- IS-lb.

lb.

Avg.
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29'
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lb.49°
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5 c$111,
coFFEE
lb.

below and $5.00
purchase

v

3-lb. can

Kroger Vac-Pac

lb.

Gold Medal Flour
Hunt's Tomato Sauce
Kroger Peaches
Swift Ice Milk

OMATOES

303 can
Half-Gal.

13.00

Cob thee coupon end
ael•
elitionol porches*, mecluding tobocce, Memphis Aro. end West
Memphis, their M•d., July 25.
L ,ffur on•

3

199S

for

Home
Grown

GOOD FOR 50 FREE
TOP VALUE STAMPS

Crisco 'c."„' 39'
Kroger 3r.,'„b 29'

ba

8-oz. can 11100,

0 Fresh

Ea.

VAL:0•140COUPON

c

groF.

lb.

25
Purple Hull Peas

GHARLEST(Ill GREY Red, Ripe, Sweet

Watermelons

'ac

lb
J Bag

With this coupon and porches*
of felth•r Tc th•so loyof isek•s
German Chocolate
Chocolate Mound...
eterrielti• Aro, end Weer Memphis, Ate Wed., ie ly 25.
I_ tn. ti e.n•

2 lbs.

N/A LUA PLIE
r ()UPON

GOOD FOR 50 FREE
TOP VALUE STAMPS
with purches• of 2 HEADS

ICEBERG LETTUCE
Miomphle Arise •nd W•sf N..-

phi..
Limit end,.

W•d., July 25.
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Evers Asks Dthate
With G. Holloway
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OMNIBUS — 100 CLUB Biblical Story of Joshua and
MEMBERS listened to political Caleb who went into Canaan
speeches from a group of invit- to do a little spying, we have
ed campalgners during a bar- had spies with us. So utilizing
b-q on the lawn at the home the time-honored art of espiof Johnny R. Arnold of S. Park- onage, several persons attendway East, last Saturday eve- ed the "Farris For Governor
ning. Club members did not Committee" meeting last Monendorse or even offer to sup- day night to see how many of
port the candidacy of any of the regular — heretofore
the office seekers. Why? The staunch Democrats, went with
reason is simple . . . Omnibus- new leadership.
100 Club is a non-political com- A. W. WILLIS is very optimistic about the pulling power
munity service club.
WHERE ARE THE PEACE- of the infant Tennessee Voters
MAKERS? Where are the man- Council. He predicts that the
uevers? Where are the log- Council — state-wide — will
rollers? Where are the savi- pour 175,000 Negro votes into
ours? Where are the king- the Clement camp on Aug. 2.
akers? Each group took their Too much optimism too soon
tits and went their sepa- is not good for a political camate ways. Could this account paign.
for the crack in the Negro po- RUSSELL SUGARMON was
litical pot which would put the in rare form last week. He levcrack in the Liberty Bell to eled blasts at Boss Pritchard's
opponent — Lewis Taliaferro
sheltie?
so long until he almost forgot
A MAN FROM the Unity to talk
about his own candicommittee, which is backing dacy for the State
Democratic
0. Z.' Evers as candidate for Committee.
Even this newscircuit court clerk, is asking Ira paper and its
editor were
It Murphy to withdraw from struck in the
backwash of his
the face. It is obvious that blast.
Murphy "aint uh comin" Be- LEWIS
cause he is too busy putting his politicalTALIAFERRO says,
opponents are say"Vote- For Murphy" Bumper- ing that his
support among
stickers on automobiles.
Negro voters is not any deeper
WHEN IT WAS ASKED how than 0. Z. Evers. But CandiFrank Clement's name was date Taliaferro says "0. Z. Evleft .off a political letter sent ers is only one part of my supto a large number of voters — port. My support is widt and
and reportedly supporters of edep — as result of culturing
Clement — the sagacious reply friends and working with
was: "It was an oversight."
them over a long period of
FIVM THE TIME OF the • ."

WILLIAM 0. SPEIGHT, III

Perfect Score On
College Entrance
amination

o

GOVERNOR Nelson Rockefeller points to the 20th of
July as a "red-letter" day
marking the Jackie Robinson Hall of Fame Dinner at
the Waldorf-Astoria. Looking on is ronorary chairman,
— —

heavyweight champ, Floyd
Patterson: Mrs. Marian B.
Logan. executive director for
the dinner and (left) the
R • v. George Lawrence.
regional representative of
SCLC for New York. Robin-

son, who is presently a vice
president of Chock-Full-0Nuts, has almost become a
legendary in his own lifetime as the pioneer in breaking the color bar in major
league baseball. Proceeds

William 0. Speight, HI. son
of Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight.
jr., 1865 S. Parkway East
made a "perfect score of 800
on a college entrance test in
mathematics." A student at
Wooster School in Danbui \
from the dinner will go to Conn.. where he itist complet
the voter registration work
ed his junior year, young
of Martin Luther King's SC- Speight was the only one in
LC. Dr. King is setteduled to his
A picnic, to which the public
class of 31 to score a perbe principal speaker at the
is invited, is scheduled to be
fect record.
dinner.
held
on the lawn around the.
Mrs. Speight said of her son,
"we are very proud of him." Foote Homes auditorium, Sat.
iu•day, July 21, starting at if
noon, announces Mrs. Roberti('
Young, chairman of the afREAL ESTATE
HOLYWOOD — (UPI) — fair.
James Darren is buying prop- The picnic is being sponsored
ert on the islands of Kauai and by the Foote And Cleiborn
Hawaii where he is now on lo- Homes Chorus, said the reportFelton J. Earls, a regional cation for his starring role in er for the organization,
Mrs.
postal official, was elected "Diamond Head."
Bernice Bowen,
president of the Lakeview
Gardens Civic club last week
at a meeting held in the Lakeeid
view Gardens Elementary
delivered
school.
milk
Other officers are Percy
Gill, vice president; Mrs. Earl'
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
me Somerville, recording secretary; Mrs. Earnegtine McIt
Ferrin, assistant secretary;
Mrs. Jeanette Carr, financial
..
secretary; Ortie Carr, treasurAT YOUR FOOD STORE
er; Lawrence Westley, parliamentarian, and Harold Os3
borne, chaplain.

Foote And Cieaborn
Chorus Gives Picnic

Lakeview Group
Elects Felton Earls

LeMoyne Graduate Returns
To Teach During Summer

When LeMoyne needed an
At LeMoyne this summer,
instructor in special education she is teaching "Teacher Guidfor the college's summer ses- ance for Exceptional Children,"
sions it called on one of its for- "Introduction to Exceptional
mer students, Miss Darnell L. Children" and "Methods for
Thomas, who holds the mas- Teaching the Mentally Retardter's degree from the Univer- ed Child."
sity of Illinois.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Thomas was graduated William J. Thomas, 234 W.
from LeMoyne "with honor Person ave., Miss Thomas was
and with distinction" in May, a member of "Who's Who
ALIIANY, Ga. — The doors associated in the Montgomery 1960. She received the brhelor Among Students In American
of the.Albany city jail swung bus boycott, surrendered rath- of science degree in education. Colleges and Universities" duropen here last Thursday, and er than pay fines for convic- She received an assistantship ing her senior year at Lethe Revs. Martin Luther King, tion for leading a December to University of Illinois and Moyne.
Jr., and Ralph Abernathy were parade without a permit. Some enrolled there in the fall of She will return to Long
DARNELL THOMAS
released, but the two men were 750 other Negroes have been 1960 and was awarded the mas- Beach in August.
not anxious to go.
charge& with similar offenses. ter's degree in special educaRev. King said, "We cannot Dr. King implied that some tion last summer. During the
leave Albany while more than white persons may have paid past school year, she was in
750 of our people have cases the fines to avoid bad publicity charge of retarded children at
hanging over their ears."
for the city. In 1959, the Mont- Signal Hill Elementary school
The two men were let out of gomery, Ala., police commis- in Long Beach, Calif.
jail after a "mysterious" well- sioner paid a $10 fine for him
—
el:sed Negro paid the fines to prevent the minister from
unting to $178.
ATLANTA, Ga. — "If all Anderson Bill, which would
making a martyr of himself.
Dr. King said, "I do not ap- After his release on last
hospitals opened their doors provide care under Social Sepreciate the subtle and con- Thursday, Dr. King told reto Negroes for specialized
niving tactics used to get us porters that Albany Police
training and for interneships, curity, and the Kerr-Mills
veteran
John C. Hammer, a
out of jail. This is one time I Chief Laurie Pritchett had
the number of Negroes ad- Bill, which would be supported
am unhappy to be out of jail." said, "God knows, Reverend, I of 20 years service with the mitted would not swell im- by federal and state funds.
ComService
Tennessee Public
The two ministers, who were don't want you in my jail."
mediately," Dr. Asa G. Yan- He asked what would hapmission, is asking the voting cey said at Atlanta University pen to the person who was
office
to
him
return
public to
/
2, saying that chrolast week. The head of the ill, at 641
on Aug. 2.
department of surgery, Hughes nological age and physical
Although Tennessee's Com- Spalding Pavilion, Grady Me- age were not synonomous.
mission is very small, Ham- morial hospital, spoke to the "Many people at 60 are older
mer says it ranks with the summer school forum on Mod- than others at 70, and prove
best in the nation. Several of ern Man and Medicine.
it by being buried," he said.
its staff heads hold important "The answer goes back," he Any medical care plan
DETROIT, Mich. — Attor- as its attorney, says she spent committee assignments in the continued, "to the first grade adopted should have stability,
ney Jessie P. Slaton has of- more time "serving city plan, National Association of Rail- and before, to adequate train- he said. The number of peoficially entered the political on a non-paying basis,/ than road and Utilities Commission- ing and development to parti- ple who have been burned by
arena to oppose Congressman Congressman Diggs has spent ers.
private health insurance shows
counsel and advice is cipate in the civic life of the the need for this stability.
Charles C. Diggs, Jr., of the in Washington at $25,000, per "Our
challenge to
sought by many other state community." The
13th Congressional District annum salary."
commissions, including t h e the teachers of Negro young
here.
Congressman Digg", w h o large and highly staffed states people is to provide them with
In announcing her candi- will be seeking his fourth term, of New York and California," motivation for an education
dacy. Mrs. Slaton who is also has long been under fire for he said.
which takes as many years
a school teacher, charged that his poor attendance record. If re-elected, Hammer said as a medical education does
"politics is intended to do the During his last term he has he will give the state six more and to instill in them the idea
greatest good for the greatest been often and openly critiz- years of loyal and faithful ser- that they can enjoy themselves
number of people, and I can- ed for his activities in sections vice.
while training, he said.
t in good conscience accept of the country other than his
Dr. Yancey traced the decontinuing ineptness to the own.
velopment of nineteen areas
wishes, and needs of
of medical specialization and
the people of the 13th district Election for Mrs. Slaton rethe setting up of boards for
portedly
would
make
her
the
passing on qualifications. Only
to go ;unchallenged."
first
Negro
woman
ever
to
be
She. issued an eight-point
The Shelby County Demo- 6.6 per cent of Negro doctors
elected
to
the
House
of
Repprogram covering, business,'
cratic club held the formal as compared to the national
crime,: housing, labor, senior resentatives. Mrs. Slaton could opening of its campaign head- figure of 38 per cent are qualalso
emerge
on
the
national
citizens,
schools,
teen-age
quarter at 333 Beale at., Mon- ified as specialists, he said.
problims and unemployment. scene as the logical successor day night. An estimated 200 This represents approximately
to
t
h
e
late
Mary
McLeod
5,000 Negro doctors out of a
Mr4 Slaton, who recently
attened.
resignyd from the City Plan Bethune as the nation's top Thirty-four candidates were ttotal of about 225.000.
Automobile, Furniture
Commission after seven years Negro woman leader.
invited to make brief speeches LIMITED REPRESENTATION
Signature
specialists,
only
the
19
Of
R. S. Lewis spoke for Frank
There is a reason why people
Clement; A. W. Willis spoke one, surgery, is represented in like to do business with us.
for Z. Alexander Looby who Georgia among Negro doctors You, too, will like our couris running for State Supreme and only one of the 17 Georgia teous treatment and desire to
hospitals will take Negroes as help you.
Court.
Candidates speaking included residents, and that on a lim- "Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Lewis ited basis.
BENTON HARBOR, Mich.— Whirlpool Corporation's Dr. Ross Pritchard and
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
Dr. Yancey also spoke of
Taliaferro, both.
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Motorists apparently like the self-service drycleaning pnits,
the pressing need for medical Home Owned - Home Operated
idea of getting their clothes which have been available to
care of the aged, and pointed
DIXIE
cleaned while gassing up the the public in conventional
out faults in both the KingFINANCE COMPANY
family car or having it servic- coin-operated laundry and
"We like to soy yes to your
ed. :
drycleaning centers since
NOW YOU KNOW
loon request"
Whirlpool Corporation re- 1980, are designed to clean bp A new political group has
The black hole of Calcutta
Examined and Supervised by
ports 'Putt two Poly Clean self- to eight pounds of fabric formed under the leadership was a room less than 20 feet
State Department of
the
service dry cleaning installa- items in about 50 minutes. of James T. Walker and Rev. square into which the NaInsurance and Banking.
Aies on American Oil Company
James A. McDaniel, both for- wab of Bengal threw 146
2 LOCATIONS
Iti.:A•vice station property have
Shelby
the
mer members of
British prisoners in 1756.
161 S. Main. JA. 7-8581
been • operating at capacity
club.
County Democratic
Only 23 survived thy over152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
since The day they opened.
The new group is called night imprisonment.—(UPI).
John Crouse, general man- It's easier to make a pie the Independent Voters Comager of Whirlpool's Commerand to clean up later when mittee.
cial Laundry and Drycleaning you use a new feather-weight Walker said that he was
Equipment Division (CLAD), rolling pin, made of polyethy- not in accord with the Shelby
says the two drycleaning lene. It weighs five ounces. County Democratic Club unMemphis 2, Tenn.
P.O. Box 2653
centers which opened in The manufacturer says dough der the leadership of Attys.
mid-May at St. Paul, Minn., doesn't stick to its non-porous A. W. Willis and Russell B.
and near Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., surface.
• Sugarmon.
are the first of five test installations scheduled f o r
American Oil servise stations.
PLAN MORE CLEANERS
Three additional P o 1 y
Clean centers will be opened
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of Mary Franklin
by the end of July at AmeriLee Franklin, who formerly residad at 1352
or
can Oil Service Stations in
Key riscayne, Fla., VincenKansas Street in Memphis and who worked for
nes, Ind., and New Brighton,
mcCarroll Robinson Corporation, please call
Minn,:
For further Information
OfMials o f American Oil
Dennis Dine, collect, at PRescott 9-7400 in ChiAid the first two Poly Clew
WRITE-Office of Dean of Registration
cago, Illinois. This is an urgent estate [natter.
lirstallaions are bringing the
stations new customers who
or Call JA 5-1373, Ext. 6
Thank
You.
not only use the drycleaning units, but also buy gas
and other services.

*lusters Leave Jail;
Fines Paid 'Secretly'

Cites Need For Negro
Medical Specialists

a

ii 7. Evers.
ii icjor
circuit court el. rk, last week
challenged George W. 110110way to a public debate on
"current political issues."
Evers, owner of a pest con!iol agency, said he wished to
.1k
four issues: the circuit _
court and Congressional races,•
city and county consolidatib6.7
and his own civic and
cal contributions.
T Ii e candidate for circuit. •
court clerk sought to enter the :race for a post on the City
Commission in 1959, but he 3
lacked the residence requirement and dropped out a few I.
days before election. He was
subsequently dismissed from
his job at the post office and
has since been in business for
himself.
Nine persons are seeking the
same office, and Evers is opposed by another Negro, Atty.
I. H. Murphy, a native Memphis') with extensive business
experience.

20-Year Veteran
Seeks Reelection

SAVE 80.I.hunod:

MIDWEST MILK
CART HOME SAVINGS!

OPERATION UNITY

RAMSAY & JORDAN

Detroit Woman Opposes Diggs
In Congressional Election

NEED CASH!

tants,

Democratic Club
Opens Headquarters

—Quick Loans—

Set Up Dry Cleaning Units
In AMOCO Gas Stations

New Political
Group Formed

Feather Weight

OWEN COLLEGE

1962 Fall Registration

WANTED

Classes Begin

Sept. 5, 1962

Sept. 10, 1962

Deadline for Application

Aug. 15, 1962

11

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Ramsay & Jordan support consolidation of city and
county governments, which will bring you
* Fairness to all citizens
* More job opportunities
Better schools throughout the county
Strict supervision of all county facilities, including
the Penal Farm
Our leading citizens support consolidation
DON'T KEEP MEMPHIS BACK IN THE
PAST HELP BRING US INTO MODERN
AMERICAN LIFE VOTE FOR
JACK RAMSAY & BRUCE JORDAN
For County Commissioners
August 2nd

111•11,

s.

SA it RD.1 1, Jt...E1
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Rev. L F. Haygood
Actepts Pastorate •
At Parkway Gardena

Experiments began this
week with the Bell System's

Franklin third annual celebration July
who accepted the 19-22.
nustorate of Parkway Gardens On Thursday night the WomPresbyterian church, 1883 S. en's Department, under the suParkway East, three months pervision of Mrs. Susie Bryago, preached his first sermon ant, will render a program
with Mrs. Lucille Douglass of
there July 1.
The church has been without East Trigg Avenue Baptist
a regular pastor since the church as guest speaker.
resignation of Rev. A. E. The Men's Activities chair.
Andrews last October. Minis- man, Rev. Percy Jones, has
ters have been supplied for promised 'an inspirational everegular services by t h e ning on Friday during which
Church's Session.
the president will deliver his
Rev. Haygood was the pas- Annual Address. The two detor of Covenant Presbyterian partments are competing in fiChurch in Norfolk, Va., where nances, attendance and qualhe had been three years be- ity of programs arid both will
fore accepting his present pas- be held at Mt. Gilliam Baptorate.
tist church, 1029 Raymond at.,
Prior he was a student at of which Rev. E. Bates is pasUnion Theological Seminary in tor.
Richmond, Va. He is a graduAt 3 p. m. Sunday Mt. Pisate of Stillman college in Tus- gah CME church at 2490 Park
caloosa, Ala. His earlier edu- ave., will be the scene of the

The satellite was launched
(1 this week from Cape
Y.1111.

Tel r,ir is a unique experiment It is the first time that
a private company has built
LISTEN TO LECTURE —
and paid for cost of launching Delegates to the recent
with its own funds. It also
three-day district assembly
marks the first international of Jehovah's Witn
are
attempt to transmit communishown taking notes during
cations by using an active
a lecture given by Harry
satellite.
The satellite, a 1703 pound

metallic sphere with a 341/s
inch diameter, carries electronic equipment to receive, amplify and transmit radio microwave signals for television,

The Christian Benevolent has 1,':own steadily and ni
-t
Lodge Society is observing its extra features have been
-

Lawrence

Havgood,

Telstar active communications
satellite. TeLsoir is capable of
relaying television end high
speed data, as well as telephone messages and wire pho-

"But think on me when il
We are not saying things of
shall be well with the*, and the past should haunt a man
aftew kindness. I pray thee. all of his life but we are say-unto me, make mention of ing that those who have been
me unto Pharaoh, and bring so faithful in making his newly
me out of this house. ... acquired success a part of his
yet did not the butler re- life should be remembtred.
member Joseph, but forgot SOMEONE PRAYED
him" —Genesis 40:14, 23.
Years ago one of my old
A GOOD WORD
teachers often said, "the peot
u
ple we trample going up the
Human nature has n
changed much over the ages! the hill are often the ones we
Men are still the ungrateful meet on our way down." How
animals today they were cen- true! We walk around under
turies ago. Oftimes persons the banner of forgetfulness but
who are recipients of the great- we can stop there. Something
est assistance of their fellow- within us tells us better. As

Ihristian Benevolent Lodge
To Observe Its Anniversary

Telstar Sets New
Pace In Mass
Communicaion

R e v

C. Good of Brooklyn. N. Y.
Fair•
at the West Tenn
grounds in Jackson. Some
4,431 persons attended the
meeting.

4,431 Attended Jehovah's
Witness Meet In Jackson

21, lee.:

eft
More than $18,000 in hospital
and death benefits have been
paid; a Federal Credit Union
has been added, with insured
savings and loans, one million
dollar bond employee-coverage and family group insurance is available through the
Credit Union.
All these added advantages
are for the benefit of the
Lodge members. Applications
for membership can be secured by calling the office at
FA 7-9797.
Meetings are held each
Wednesday night at 7:30 at
Victory Funeral home, 845
Marechalneil at.

n_.

no! U
•
•ZI:17.•
•
erit 4..

sr.? It
-et 10

fil40
?e St'

k

The world produces ancation was received at Macon, third annual sermon. The nually about 40 million ounces
telephone and data communir1a., his native home. He was speaker will be R. L. Drew. of gold, worth nearly $1.4 bilcations.
Memphis delegates returned
A talk on training and rear- an English instructor in the Clarksdale, Miss, Worthy
In outer space, it acts as reGrand Master of the United lion. Almost half of it comes
home from a three-day Coura- ing children entithd "Parents
receiving signals
As- and Youth, Accept Your Re- Norfolk division of Virginia Order of Friendship of Amer- from South Africa.
District
men are the ones who after much as we would like to lay station,
geous
Ministers
one ground station, boost- sembly of Jehovah's Witnesses sponsibility" was given by J. State college for a short time. ica and president of the
having reached the top are the subscribe to the idea of being from
ing them on to other ground early last week after receiv- E. Wallace.
most ungrateful.
'self-made' when our feet stations at distant points.
He is a member of the Mem- Friendship Federal Credit
All meetings were racially phis Chapter of the Stillman Union in Clarksdale.
- Hardly a day passes that touch terra Deem we realize
(AN YOU USE
Aeronautics ing instruction in Bible teachNational
The
one
some
EXPECTS 1.500
someone does not tell
integrated, and 101 persdns
that down the line someone a is d Space Administration ing methods.
association;
Alumni
College
were,
after
responlistening
been
baptized
J. S. Edwards, president, of
George Yarbrough, presidin the words of Joseph, "Speak or someones have
satellite with a
MORE
a word for me!" Oftimes the sible for our rise. Someone launched the and the Bell ing minister for the Fairhaven to J. B. Ryals speak on "Bap- Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity the Lodge, says he has been
Delta rocket,
and
tism,
A
Step."
and
us
own
SiAACP.
for
Courageous
4,431
prayed
his
said
some
congregation,
jeopardize
has
very
will
pleased at the response
who
person
NASA
reimbursed
welfare in attempt to speak a wished us well. There has System has
I
persons were present to hear "As a res'ult of this assemRev. Haygood is married to and cooperation from his
an estimated $3 million for all the main public address by dis- bly, we here in Memphis are
I :a.vord for a friend only to have been that group that has been
the former Shep Taylor of members each year; and he
costs.
rocket
including
services
CROUND ELOOR
whet he has said forfeited.
trict supervisor Harry C. Good better equipped to fulfill our Tuscaloosa, Ala. They are the expects some 1,500 members
silently pulling for us.
Telstar's first job will be to on the
to help
STERICK BUILDING
commission
scriptural
"Take
Courage
subject,
The butler had been favored If it had been left to Jackie
along
with
their
atfriends
to
longevity and reliasHII 50.55 'do POI)
by Joseph. Joseph who had Robinson's or Ralph Bunche's test the
— God's Kingdom is at Hand." others take courage and learn parents of three children: tend and participate in the
bility of an orbiting microwave Good told delegates, "It is the Bible's answer to world Lawrence F., Jr., 10; Rovetta,
OtT Poil/IRINIIM
Made his heart glad and lifted abilities, neither would have
-day
session.
four
5111VICI'
for the transmishis hopes beyond the confines won their acclaim. But while relay station band radio sig- absolutely necessary for us to problems," Yarbrough con- 8; and Chiquita, 5. They live Since the Lodge was organof broad
get a Bible and study it and cluded.
of a dungeon. He only asked they slept someone prayed. sion
at
•1729
ave.
ized
in
Glenview
1959 its membership
the butler that when he gets Oftimes while we sleep some- nals.
learn its heartening promises
Telstar will measure
and believe them."
back to his position to say one is laying petitions before In all,
in—
items
115
.something to Pharaoh on his God in our interest. It is to and report on
The three-day program of
cluding radiation — as it Bible talks were held at the
•'behalf that he might be taken this unknown and unnamed
an
at
earth
the
around
out of this pit where he did group that we indebted. In our swings
West Tennessee Fairgrounds.
average speed of 16,000 miles and included demonstration on
_not belong. This was not im- hours of glory there should be
3500
to
up
altitudes
at
hour
in
-possible.
an accernpanying hour of hu- miles. Experiments scheduled Bible teaching techniques, tesONE OF THE GROUP
timonies on ministerial experimility.
ground stations
While in the pit the butler Somewhere in all our lives will test the equipment work- ences and talks on the praccomplex
and
tice of Christian brotherhood
'belonged to a community of there has been a Joseph. Maybe
the satellite.
.the sufferers and identified an old wash woman or an illit- ng with
huge horn in a split world.
a
tests,
first
In
saw
who
himself with them. He was erate ditch digger
4
.
Andover, Maine,
like others who are part and something in us and became sntenna at
•
to send signals
scheduled
•
I
was
prayed
when
and
us
concerned about
parcel of the group, but
▪
The satellite was
Telstar.
to
lifts
and
along
people
comes
the
' fate
for us. These are
1 • them, they lose apprecisten who have made us and not we to receive the signals, amplify
them and transmit them to regroup.
the
'fur
; •
ourselves.
at Andover and HolmA man has been living in In hours of pseudo-glory we ceivers
Jersey.
Friends Day will be observSuzette bottom all of his life— need to look back over our del. New
The first experiments are ed at Bethel Presbyterian
doing all the things that the shoulders and see those who
voice, church,
of
transmission
testing
Sunday, July 29, startpeople in the bottom have been have been so concerned for us
data and pictures from And- ing at 5 p.m. The Rev. J. A.
doing. Suddenly someone tells and bow down in humility and
to
back
satellite,
the
)ver
to
is pastor.
McDaniel
moves
him of a 'deal' and he
•
er- titude to them. This is no Andover and to the ground
Guest speaker will be the
__from the bottom to Parkway
This is a tation at Holmdel.
Rev. B. L. Hooks, pastor of
or Lakeview Gardens, Immedi- time for fogetting.
After the series of initial do- Greater Middle Baptist church,
where
ately he loses all identity with time for giving honor
find
mestic experiments, the
821 Lane eve.. A reception in
honor is due. •
—1s life 4ong friends.
live United States-to-Europe the parish house will follow
atbe
will
broadcast
J
television
the program.
2
tempted. This probably will be
Friends Day is under the
beamed overseas about a week
after Telstar is launched. This sponsorship of the ladies
will be followed by a Europe- Auxiliary of the church. Mrs.
to U. S. telecast.
Elizabeth Shaw is president.
The American TV origins,:
tion will be a combined effort,

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

••••••••••••
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SHOP BIG STAR

Friends Day At
Bethel Is July 29

WHERE PRICES
ARE RIGHT

& CLERKS
POLITE!

ofthe television networks.

Expect 1,000 At
Trinity CME's Tea
650
Trinity CME churt h
Wells ave., will present its
seventh annual Church Tea
on Sunday. July 22, and more
than 100 musical selections
and expressions will be heard
during a seven-hour period

4

I.
t'
f;

•
1.
.4

1.

da, Md., is Miss Carmelle
Guy, seen here alighting
from train, in white sweater.
Along with 38 other senior
Girl Scouts and four leaders
from states of Tennessee.
Arkansas, Mississippi and
Alabama, she participated in

er camping pleasures and
toured the White House,
Smithsonian Institute, Na.
tional Art Gallery in Washington, D. C.. and Washing'
ton's home at Mount Vernon. Va. A sophomore at
Manassas High school, she
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Guy, and a
member of Senior Scout
Troop 266 sponsored by Metropolitan Baptist church.

campfires. songfests and oth-

(Withers Photo)

RETURNING HOME after
a two - week camping seasion which began on June
24 at Rockwood National
Girl Scout Camp at Bethes-

PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSIONER

between 1 and 8 p. m.
Talent from many city-wide
churches will participate in
the festivities, and more than
1.000 persons are expected to
attend.
Chairmen of committees are
Mrs. Fenlyn Duncan, decorations; Rev. Dan Boyd, drayage;
Mrs. Evelyn Stiger, catering:
Mrs. Eleanor Currie, hostesses;
Mrs. Mildred McKinney, supplies; Mrs. Collie S. Hill, publicity, and Mrs. Imogene Hill
and E. L. Pender, program.
Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel is
pastor of the church.

Words of the Wise
Moat men have died without creating; not one has
died without destroying.
—(Alexander Dumas)

cant in their mission to .. . a
world which is more than twothirds colored?"
While acknowledging that
many recent gains in race relations have been led by persons
nurtured in the church, Dr.
ships between M hite!, and non- Oniki pointed out that the
whites throughout the world,
churches themselves have raresaid Dr. Oniki. have put the ly initiated reforms anr have
Christian churches on the de- often failed to gove whole-

Churches Rebuked By Oniki
For Stand On Racial Issue
NASHVILLE - The churches were sharply rebuked here

Don't
Forget Your

today for failure to rid themselves of "the cancer of racfensive and are now "challeng- hearted support to movements
ism."
The Rev, Dr. S. Garry Oniki, ing their basic integrity, sin- towards justice.
New York City, told directors cerity and relevance."
of the Council for Christian "What happens to churches
CHOIR ROBES
Social Action of the United which carry on a mission prorefuse
Hick Fashion Sty ling .Superbly
Church of Christ that the gram to Africa and
• At Angtonorfty Ptico'
Twilommi
Christian
a
to
nembership
the
in
lead
churches' failure to
struggle for racial justice is who happens to be an Ameri- HARRY L. SHAPIRO, Inc
uNiroio,i COMPANY
esymptornatic of a sickness can Negro?" he asked.
314 South.moln St. - JA 6.3641
"Can churches weighed down
unto death."
Coil for- mr, Labe Pearce
Dr. Oniki's address followed by attitudes of racial prejufNevibor of Mt. Zion Benoist
Inforrna.•orll
Churrh
his 'Dermal induction as the dice and practices of discrimiCouncil's associate secretary nation and segregation be rele
for racial and cultural relations. He held a similary post
YOU NEED HELP NOW - NOT NEXT YEAR
with the National Council of
Churches.
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
BIG PARADOX '
REV. C. W. F JEFFERSON
The four-day meeting of directors of the United Church
D•,..••••d Worried • effolkAn Heorte,
agency is being held on the
,
Ur
00ry, 1.1000turn1 Feelings. Need Lone •
campus of Fisk university. The
Morley Problor,,,
United Church of Christ is a
union of the Evangelical and
• GOD CAN DO ANYTHING BUT FAIL•
-Reformed Church and Congrerr,r,
MY
gational Christian churches.
We,t• 437 Fr,t list, • Coll WA 4-5527 • Chico; 53,
Recent changes in the relation-

MORE
FIRMS
GIVE
QUALITY
STAMPS

MORE
FAMILIES
SAVE
QUALITY
STAMPS

John C.
Hammer
BASED UPON A RECORD OF LONG AND
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE
OF TENNESSEE, JOHN
C. HAMMER IS SEEKING RE-ELECTION AS
PUBLIC SERVICE COM-

For Fathers Day Gifts,
Graduation Gifts & Bridal Gifts
consult your

VISSIONER.
HE DESERVES AN
OVERWHELMING VOTE
OF CONFIDENCE. A
VOTE FORMr. HAMMER
WILL BE GREATLY
APPRECIATED BY HIS
FRIENr"

DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY ELECTION
AUGUST 2N0

Quality Stamps Gift Catalog
for the

Quality Gifts!
s'Y
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Mrs. Decker Is
Candidate For
Probate Clerk
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OMNIBUS 100 CLUB MEMBERS posed with local of.
ficii
seekers
immediately
after barbeque on the lawn
of th• home of Johnny R.
Arnold of S. Parkway East.
last Saturday evening. The

campaigners addressed club

THE THING

William S Cobb, a fanner
and businessman, is seeking his
fourth term as State senator

Mrs. Gertrude Decker, who
Is accredited with taking the from Shelby County.
probate court clerk "out of the
With his background as a
red into the black," is seeking farmer, Senator Cobb h a s
to be elected to that office for
much influence with the rural
the first time.
NEWARK, N. J. — (UPI) —
Before being appointed legislators who are in control Huldah Clark, 15-year-old NeClerk of Probate Court in of the Tennessee legislature. gro schoolgirl who spent the
Sept. 1959, when the post was A resident of Whitehaven, he past year in Russia, says ficreated as an elective office,
is married to t h e former nancial problems may prevent
Mrs. Decker was a court depher from returning to the Souty. She was transferred to Charline Tucker. They are the viet Union
that office during World War parents of three children, Bill, Miss Clark, of Newark, studII. Prior she was secretary to Jr., an ordained Baptist min- ied in Russia at the invitation
Judge Samuel 0. Bates, pro- ister: teaching at Wake For- of Soviet Premier Nikita
bate judge. She also served as
Khrushchev. Her father, Wildeputy clerk under Judges est, N. C., a daughter, Eleanor, liam, had charged she was dewho
graduated
from
Memphis
who
is
Laughlin,
Harry W.
nied equal educational opporcurrently her campaign man- State in 1961, and Allen, who tunities in the U. S.
ager; James W. Watson and graduated from White HavHuldah said Saturday she
Hinds, seeking reelection, Atty. A. W. Willis who Sylvanus Polk.
members, after which a
en high school in 1961.
would like to return to Ru
Many of the lawyers say of
Atty.
Russell
question-answer period folSugarmon, spoke for Z. Alexander LooThe senator is one of the sia after her sumer vaeatio
John Ford Canale. manager
lowed. Among candidates
by. who is seeking to be- Sirs. Decker "she brought
of the Memphis Frank Cle- come State Supreme Judge. courtesy and efficiency to the founders of the DeSoto Ready. but financial difficulties mi
speaking were Lewis Taliament
ferro and his opponent Ross
heachharters,
who
Omnibus-100 Club is a non- office. She is always ready to Mix company and owner of a keep her home. She did n
spoke for Clement; Frank
Pritchard, both running for
political local service club. give the best to anyone who contracting firm.
elaborate. The Russian gove
needs her service."
Congress: Sheriff M. A. Byrd, who spoke for Olgiati; (Photo by Withers)
She has been an employe of
Shelby County government 27
years.
Born in Obion County, Tenn.,
she has resided in Memphis
and Shelby County most of her
adult life. She attended A. B.
before graduating
On Thursday evening, Aug- Hill school
from Central high school. She
ust 9, the Memphis Queen will
attended the University of
Henry Loeb, who is the numleave from the foot of Monroe also
Memphis Law school and the
ber-one segregationist in this
st. at 7 p.m. with members,

Sunday School To
Sponsor Boat Ride

Taliaferro Aims Broadside
At Democrats And Opponents
Lewis Taliaferro, candidate
.4
,
1r41= for U. S. Congress, took a
....broadside at his two opponents
" • and the Shelby Democratic
„;• club during a speech at a ral417; ly held at Castalia Missionary
Baptist church on Castalia St.,
last Tuesday evening, which
was sponsored by the Magnolia-Barksdale Civic Club. State
Senator Taliaferro said:
"The Negro Democratic club
made its congressional endorsement without giving me the
opportunity to be screened.
The stacked-deck decision •had
already been made by a handful of leaders, a n d they
weren't interested in giving
me a hearing. They hoodwinked the rest into following this
course.
Some of the leaders in the
Democratic Club have sought
to apply a double standard in
the Congressional race. They
say that it's bad because one
man in all the thousands who

TR I STATE

Sen. Cobb Seeks •
4th Term Aug. 2

city. In fact, Dr. Pritchard was
campaign manager for Henry
Loeb when he ran for Mayor.
I am convinced that the Negro has a sense of justice and
fair play and will do the right
thing about this election, and
that he will be guided by a
single standard of justice.

MY PLATFORM

Taliaferro continued, "Dr.
Pritchard made the claim to
the Wall Street Journal that
he was the only candidate with
a civil rights plank. On June
5th when I made my opening
campaign speech, a strong
civil rights plank was included, and it was reported in
headlines on the front page of
the Press-Scimitar. When I ran
for office in 1954, the same
year of the Supreme Court decision, I had a strong civil
rights plank in my platform
which again w a s reported
are supporting me is a segre- prominently in bot h daily
newspapers.
This was several
gationist, but it's alright for
Dr. Ross Pritchard to be sup- years before Dr. Pritchard
ported by his brother-in-law, moved to Memphis. I invite

GET THE HIGHEST INTEREST RATE!
INVEST YOUR VOTE IN

University of Tennessee.
She is a member of the
Women's Democratic c 1 u b.
Zonta club, Professional Women's club, National Association
of Legal Secretaries and Calvary Episcopal church.

friends and well-wishers of
the Trinity CME church, 650
Wells ave., on a long, lazy
cruise down the majestic river.
The voyage is being sponsored by the Sunday school
under the general chairmanship of Mrs. Katie R. Burchett. Roscoe McWilliams is
superintendent.
Reservations may be made
through the church office, JA3-1024, or through Mrs. Burchett, 940 Alma St., BR 6-6558. 0. Z. Evers, candidate for
The public is invited to make circuit court clerk in the Aug.
FOR 0. Z. EVERS—McCallis- early
2 election, has opened his camreservations.
ter Waters, a local business
paign headquarters at 979 W.
man, has been appointed camMcLemore in the E. C. Wilpaign manager for 0. Z. Evliams Real Estate building.
ers, candidate for circuit court
Evers will be in the office
clerk in the Aug. 2 election.
each day from now until the
graduate
of
LeMoyne
Waters, a
election from 4 to 6 p.m.
college, is a salesman and lives
Some of the city's inm4 talThe general public is invited
with his wife and three-year- ented young people will be
old daughter at 1613 Marjorie presented in a program at a to stop by. A secretary will be
tea to be given at Metropolitan there from 8 a.m. until 6 p.m.
Baptist church on Sunday af- each day.
you to look at the record and ternoon, July 22, and the pubMcCallister Waters is Evers'
lic is invited.
judge me on the record."
campaign manager.

Evers Opens His
Campaign Office

Talented Youth To
Appear During Tea

Thomas H."Tom"Todd,Jr.
State Senator

ment paid her expanses la
year.
Miss Clark spoke at a meet
ing in her honor at Jersey Ci
N. J., sponsored by the Labo
Negro Vanguard conferenc
She received a plaque for "th
most outstanding action f
civil rights and peace" of
last year.

The Proceeds
On Any
National Burial
Insurance Company
Contract

31st DISTRICT
AUG. 2, DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
•41 T•ors of Age
•Married, Father of Four
•Communicant, Ep
Church
•Naval Aviator, World War II
•University of Virginia, B.S.
Degree in Commerce
• Pr•sident, Thom.. H. Todd
& Company

•Member, Memphis Cotton
Exchange
•Board Member, Chickasaw
Hotel Company
•Vice President,
Plosa Motor Hotel
•Board of Trustees, Memphis
University School

"I intend to use my best judgement on each bill and
issue arising during my term of office. I am for
proper reapportionment of the State Legislature;
Memphis and Shelby County consolidation; and the
passage of a "Little Hatch Act" for Memphis and
Shelby County employees."

May Be Used For
Funeral Expenses
Incurred At Any
Funeral Home
And/or Mortuary

IT'S YOU!!
July 31st And August 31st Are Payoff Days
A SUMMER CONTEST! NEWSBOYS!
Win Cash Prizes By Selling More Papers During Summer
Months! New Winners Will Be Announced At The End Of
July and August
1st Prize — $15.00 2nd Prize — $10.00 3rd Prize $5.00
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected from top three boys selling
greatest number of papers above ueekly quota at the end
of July and August.
A picture of first prize winners and members of their
families will appear in the TRI-STATE DEFENDER following the presentation.

Pictures of second and third prize winners will also
be published.
Earn extra money during summer vacation. Enter the
newsboy contest this week.
Contest is open to current and future newsboys.

Remember!!!!
July 31st
August 1st
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FIDDLLIr It PIDDLIN
ran on a so-called reform tickWhile consideration of one et. Mr. Crump promised to
of the most important topics 'clean-up" Memphis.
in the history of Memphis Most respectable Memphiand Shelby County was under- ens, Negro and white, went
way last Thursday night, most along with the "Red Fox" on
big and little-wig Negroes of that angle. Negroes in 1910
the community were either were eating pretty high up
running loose at the dog track on the hog in city government.
across the river, or playing A man named Fred Hunt, a
petty ward an precinct poli relative of our current Blair
tics in some Afric church or T. Hunt, was a County Regbackyard.
istrar. Negroes ranked high
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Of the Several hundred per- in the Police Department. Our
sons present to consider, make current "Mayor of Beale
suggestions, and ask questions Street," Matthew Thornton,
about the proposed charter for Sr., was a detective on the
the planned merged govern- force. Negro women held down
ments of Memphis and Shelby jobs as typists and the like in
County, Only about 16 Negroes the Courthouse. There were
were present . . . and that in- three Negro magistrate court
eluded the two Negroes who judges. There was a Negro
sat on the Auditorium stage wharfmaster. Negro lawyers
with the Charter Commission were practicing in the courts.
Lt. G. W. Lee, a member There was a Negro on the
In the July 14 issue of this newspaper, ple of Tennessee want a standard bearer Of .the
Commission, and Atty. Board of Education.
we announced our endorsement and sup- who can face the challenge of these days A. W. Willis, a counsel
for NO JIM CROW THEN
port of Frank G. Clement's candidacy fur of great psychological, technological and the Commission.
There was no jim-crow
scientific advancement.
governor of Tennessee.
Now, considering the Ne- (segregation of public
feelThe endorsement, mistakenly appearFrank Clement has demonstrated be- groe's history long cry about lities, like ) street
cars and
ed on page 5. Therefore we are repeating yond doubt — during two previous being left out of the main- trains, in Memphis. Negroes
it here.
terms as governor — that he is qualified stream of American life . . . in Memphis had a lot of that
and considering the current "first class citizenship"
On August 2, voters will go to the polls to withstand the rigor of office.
cries to high heaven he's al- grand-children are yelpingtheir
for
Tennessee
State
The Tri
for a
Defender is not un- ways raising about first-class
to elect a governor of
So, they went along
four-year term. The decision of the voters mindful of the fact that former Gov. citizenship, "rights," . . . and today.
with Mr. Crump on his plan
will determine whether the state will Clement is not perfect. As a matter of considering the fact that all to "clean up" Memphis.
maintain a pace of progress, or whether fact, this newspaper has — at times — Memphis citizens were invited But it was the Beale
Street
it will become stalemated and let the criticized him for some of his policies, to the Charter hearing • • • Negroes who "dug" Mr. Crump
it's
almost
disgustingly
corn- the most. They couln't speak,
spirit of the new frontier pass by un- actions and decisions — because it felt he
plicated to explain why more but they could sing their
deheeded.
did not act in the best interest of the Negroes
weren't present. Not fiance. They said, concerning
This newspaper has judiciously studi- public. This newspaper's endorsement a leading minister was pres. Mr. Crump's
proposed clean up
ed the records of the three gubernatorial and support of a public official does not ent. Not a Negro principal of program. "We don't ker what
candidates. It has heard their platforms. obligate it to remain silent when the a school of any prominence. Misteh Crump don't 'low . . . By ZOE M. STEPHENS naian welcoming party at the over full powers last month.
However, differences beIt has scrutinized their planks. And it public official fails to serve the best in- Not a prominent business, civ- we gon' barrel-house anyhow!" LAGOS, Nigeria — A quar- airport.
ic, or religious leader. And And
So far, the matter has been tween the two countries are t•;$
terest of the public.
has weighed their merits.
they
did
rel
"barrel-hous
between
former
the
e
British
observation is made with
left there, with no indications not limited to issues of poliThis is the moral obligation of this that
BEST QUALIFIED
all due respect to the sixteen anyhow" . . up until the 19- colonies Nigeria and Ghana, as to how Watchuku would tical pholosophy.
40's
brought
forward
free
and
one
independen
which
has
"Hoquietly
simmered
t
newspaper.
interested
The Tri State Defender believes that
Negroes who were
Joe" Boyle, who finally for some years, has now been implement his dark threat of Watchuku's hard - hitting
Frank Clement's record during his present.
the best qualified candidate to make "a
made Beale Street pull her brought into the open by Ni- "reprisals" if Ghana persisted speech merely summed up acsix
years
as
governor
of Tennessee And it would be no occa- dress
with her "subversive cam- cusations against Ghana which
great Tennessee, a greater Tennessee,"
down. But, as one fellow geria's foreign minister Jaja paign."
had widely circulated before.
is Frank G. Clement. Therefore, the Tri (1952-1958) speaks for itself. He did more sion for surprise if somebody said, "The chick was old any- Watchuku.
Observers here trace the Ghana's attempts at creatwould
State Defender endroses his candidacy than any other previous governor in the was so ask right here: "What way, so she just laughed at In a recent speech, he open- controversy back to basoc poling unity in the
important
labor
that him and went to sleep . . . ly
Ghana of subvers- icy differences between the movement were African
and recommends him as the best quali- area of (1) education; (2) public health; meeting . . . what'sabout
seen in Nihe talking waking briefly only on some ive accused
(3) new industry; (4) highways; (5) fiactivities
against
his
govfied candidate in the race.
pro-western
Monrovia
about"
Bloc, geria as imperialist penetraSaturday nights."
nancial status of the state (6) farmers.
ernment. He said Ghana is
Clement has demonstrated beyond
would be no occasion But Mr. Crump did carry conducting a policy of imper- of which Nigeria is a member, tion of the Nigerian commuShouts from his political opponents forThere
and
the
left-leaning
Casablannity.
shock at such a question, through a "cleaning" program ialism and waging a "war of
doubt that he has the knowledge, vision cannot alter his
ca Bloc in whch Ghana's presi- Last month, Nigeria's United
records, which he estab- coming from too many
self- He didn't clean-up, but he did insult" against Nigeria.
and experience to advance Tennessee to lished as a
dent Dr. Kwame Nkrurnah Labor Congress accused Ghayoung man with vision and important Negro ' citizens. It clean
out. He cleaned-out the His statement culminated a plays a leading role.
new heights.
na state
John Tetcourage.
may be assumed the question Courthouse. He
long
series of anti-Ghanaian Nigeria is as imbued with tegah of minister
cleaned - out
The people of Tennessee — we behanding a 40,000
He is the man who started Tennessee was an honest one. The sim- Negroes from places of effeceditorials in the Nigerian press the ideals of Pan-Africanism pound ($112,000)
plest procedure is to try corn- tive influence
bribe
lieve — are interested in fair and effici- on the progressive course
to the
on which it is ing up with
in the ctiy gov- which contained allegations as the Casablanca powers, but left-wing Nigerian independ..
.
a
an answer.
ently administered government. The peo- now moving.
ernment. Many white Mem- ranging from attempted bri- she does not fancy Nkrumah's
ent labor congress to fight the *tea
The Charter Commission is phians have
risen and called bery to preparations for guer- alleged ambition to become rival labor movement and kill
charged with coming up with him blessed for
that. Maybe rilla warfare.
president of a U. S. of Africa. attempts to merge the two. le
a proposed form of govern- that's
why they placed the Ghana's high commissioner In addition, Ghana's one- Easter region premier
ment to be used here in Mem- monument
Dr.
here,
G.
at
E.
entrance
the
K.
to
Doe,
at
a
press
party government with vir- Michael Okpara, supporting
phis anti Shelby County
conference
Overton
for
Park-Zoo.
following
Watchutually
absolute powers con- Watchuku's accusations of sub- oe-e,.....ss
the rest of most living folks' .2.
ku's speech, denied all accuse- centrated in the president's version, said
Repetition of the Congo's tragedy which consequences.
there is overlives. What the people say ROME'S BURNING
tions
and
afterwards
was
carhands
had been expected when Ruanda-Urundi
is
abhorrent to Niger- whelming evidence that GhaThere is a large contingent of Belgian about that charter will deter_ But in his clean-up Mr. peted by the foreign
ministry
ian
leaders
who
are
anxious na is using political parties
gained their independence on the first of troops in Ruanda-Urundi.
mine what will happen. It will Crump introduced the Corn- for
calling in newsmen
The Afro-Asian determine
July, has not happened. The celebrations bloc in the United
the
of all mission form of government, out consulting the host with- to maintain a British-type and university students for
Nations has clamored the people of status
govdemocracy.
purposes of agitation against
the community That meant that even though
took place without the slightest untoward for their immediate removal.
The Nigerian press has re- Nigeria.
These troops It will determine whether or Negroes had the right to vote, ernment.
incident.
The
latest move in the pin- peatedly castigated Ghana's He said opponents of the
were stationed there because the terri- not Negroes will exercise any they would never, given
the prick war was Watchukul's
The bloody tribal rivalries that had ex- tories were administered from
re- "dictatorship" while Ghana is federal government were giv- a:44
Brussels decisive voice in the govern- feelings of the white majority, fusel to leave his aircraft dureager tea exploit the constitu- en asylum in Ghana and are 00.4•
isted for 300 years in the area that bor- under a UN trusteeship.
ment of the community.
be able to put any other Ne- ing a stopover at Accra
on his tional crisis in Nigeria's auto- now writing anti-Nigerian ar- 0S"
ders on the Congo, did not flare up as the
In some quarters, the demand for the It was Lieutenant Lee who groes in offices in the Court- way to New
York, despite the nomous western region where tides in the government-con- "...
joint-territories became sovereign states. removal of the Belgian soldiers has
presence of an official Gha- the federal government took trolled Ghanaian
arous- pointed out that when the late house,
press.
Unsympathetic Western observers, who ed sharp criticism. But we see nothing E. H. Crump ran for office as The present Charter cornhave little or no faith in the ability of the unreasonable or abnormal in the request. mayor of Memphi • .n 1910, he mission is charged with corn•
•
native African to govern himself, have
ing up with a form of governIt is quite in keeping with the logic of
ment that will best fit the Human
used the unhappy turn of events in the self-rule to resent any encroachment upon
merged city and county funcformer Belgian colony as an index to the dignity and free exercise of the sovertions. Most of them don't seem
•
•
•
•
•
black Africa's capacity for self-rule.
•
eignty of e state. The presence of foreign
says
to want the current CommisOverlooking the fact that most of the troops under these circumstances is an
sion form of government. They
political difficulties that have impeded irritating reminder of the unpleasant days
r—
would like to return to what
the restoration of peace in the Congo have of colonialism.
Mr. Crump found in Mem- ATLANTA, Ga. — The New International Ladies' Garment
ple, on April 4, 1961, filed a
phis,
been inspired or plotted by white agents
when he came up from York State Commission For Workers' Union, AFL-CIO.
Those who object to the Afro-Asian
verified complaint against the
Mississippi.
But the majority Human Rights found probable Holmes, a member of
working in the interest of foreign gov- stand in the matter are giving vent to a
charging
Union
the
he had
of
Charter
the
Commission
cause in the complaint of Er- National Association for the been discriminatethat
ernments, the critics have been loud in wish, poorly disguised, to linger as long
d against in
members
what
like
Mr.
Crump
nest
Holmes versus Local 10, Advancement of Colored Peo- the terms, conditions and privtheir denunciation.
,
as possible some vestige of the colonial
did about Negroes in local goy- ...........................................,.. ileges of employment;
Some 16 colonial territories have concept of the master race.
had 411.
ernment. Their problem is to
• been denied union member- .
achieved their independence in the last
It is the prosecution of this discredited
keep his formula working. The
a ship because of his color and
two or three years. With the exception of principle that brought on blood and tears
only Negro standing there to
finally, was dismissed from .
the Congo republic, the other free states, in the Congo, and for which the native
question their motives is Lit.
his job as a result of his action
G. W. Lee.
like Ghana, Guinea, Mali and Nigeria, population had to bear the brunt of the
with the State Commission on
have had the transition without tragic criticism of the Western world.
Meanwhile, other big-wig
Human Rights.
Negroes, are running around
a Holmes was represented in •
tiddle-winks with
playing
we were saying to the agitaAltheugh 4000 (10$5,••••• w•re
:the preliminary hearings betors and to the world. We were built in th• statis last yaw, Illinois cookie pushers, who call them
a fore the Commission by Jawn
saying that we were team- still faces• critical (1•..I•Or• stistrt. "Mr." ... and hood-wink them. els*•4140*••••••-••••
t Sandifer, attorney and Her—
mates — white man from the ego. Aclisquiste physical plants ar. while Rome burns. It's like
A national conference on lems of educating congrega- bert Hill, National labor sec- .-. •
South and Negro from Califor- needed..
te, religion and race will be tions on racial justice, prob- retary for the NAACP. Sandithat monkey said, "My
nia by way of Georgia. We
fer
Hill recently issued -e _,•
Eda
in C al Aerie;oriel
my people • . . they perish for jointly convened by Protestant, lems of the racially exclusive the and
were saying we were there to
Catholic and Jewish in Chica- church in the South, the effect „ following statement:
play ball and to beat hell out
the want of knowledge."
The NAACP is very pleased
go, next January, according to of church peaky, and racial
of the Boston team. We were
a report.
discrimination in the institu- with the decision of the state
saying that all the sneers
By design this first such tions of the church and syna- commission, which fully susmeant nothing.
thins our charges of disorimimeeting of major religious gogue.
A few days ago, from Louis-to realize how bitter the op- Pee wee didn't only show
natory practices against Local
bodies, will mark the centenvele, Ky., it was announced position was against a Negro this kind of courage in public
"The
(2)
institutional
man10. Our investigations indicate ,
nial of Abe Lincoln's signing agement
that Pee Wee Reese, the for- ballplayer — opposition on the He and I have spent hours
of
the
church
and
that
with almost no exceptions
of the Emancipation Proclama- synagogue."
mer Brooklyn Dodger captain, part of the public, the front discussing the kind of probThis part of the Negroes and Puerto Ricans are
tion.
had quit under fire as a candi- offices of the ball clubs and lems he faced when he was
program will deal with em- excluded from membership in
It is hoped that any plans ployment
date for membership on the the players themselves.
a youngster in the South, obpractices of religious the cutters' local, which conreligious
devised
groups
by
the
Citizens Human Rights Corn- In Boston, during
serving
the prejudiced attithe use of church, trols access to employment in
a game,
discontinuing institutions,
area
the
in
of
mission. According to newspa- there were some
tudes
of
real
family
and friends.
on
racial segregation in church mentsestate and other invest- the highly paid craft jobs of
per reports, Reese was criti- the bench of theplayers
has
He
told
me
how
to encourage racial in- the New York garment inthis causand religious activities will not tegration,
cized by a mixed group of team who had heard opposing ed conflicts in him because
how Pee
be as infective at wiping out educationalthe role of religious dustry.
citizens because he operates Wee had
he
never
could
feel
that
a
man
systems and char- "The decision also confirms
me as a
racial segregaton as is the
—or has a connection with— team-mate accepted
and friend. They should be judged merely by
Emancipation Proclamation. itable programs, and similar our charge that in the case .
a bowling alley which bars knew that he
the
color
of
his
skin.
concrete
had
topics.
played golf
of Ernest Holmes, as in so
Negroes.
RACIAL IDENTITY
with me and Wendell Smith of We are not defending Pee
many other instances, private „on
Purpose of the conference GOD HELP!
As firmly as this writer is the PITTSBURGH COURIER Wee Reese if he is guilty of
(3) An examination of the 'deals' are made by the union
as set forth are:
opposed to any and all forms on a golf course where people discriminating against Negroes
"role of the religious leader" wth favored employers at the eiM
of segregation, this news dis- were probably shocked to see
(1) "To bring the joint mor- — lay or clergyman
want to use his bowling
expense of Negro and Puert0 .1,
turbs us deeply. For, in our Negroes. These players decided alley. We are saying simply
1,
7
al force of the churches and ecaotnisoindebretthweeelanckwh
..r
azerweorakree,rs.o
ofitecoamnm
d uNnet Ric
book. Pee Wee Reese is and to heckle Reese about being that we hope a tragic mistake
synagogues to hear on the
has been a decent, courageous a white Southerner willing
f course, thouproblem of racial segregation. gro clergymen, the
hasn't been made and an inreligiously sands of Negroes and Puerto
guy who knew how to stand fraternize with a Negro. to justice done against a guy
(2) "To deal with the dis- inspired direct action
up and speak out on the race One of
tinctive role that religion and ments, the role of the move- Ricans in the ILGWU, but .4;1'
called out a whom we have found to be
issue where and when it sneering them
100 percent in the past.
religious institutions have to rabbi, minister, or priestlocal they are coxentrated in the '
demand
whether
in marginal, low-wage unskilled • =
counted.
play in removing racial segre- racial crisis
Reese and I were going to We become much concerned.
Very few people know as have dinner together
classifications,
where
gation and securing acceptance in Little situations such as job
at
times,
about
the
tendency
after
the
Rock, or when the there is a high degree of unwell as we do the kind of game. Another
for all Americans.
of
some
of
our
shouted
people
own
to
jeerfirst
Negro
family
moved
into employment. In Local 10, with
cow-age of which Pee Wee ingly that
(3) "To begin a broader re- Levittown, Pennsylvania.
"grandpap- come to hurried conclusions
its high wages and stable em.
Reese is capable. We can safe- py.. would Reese's
cut
about
problems
whites
of
off
who
ligious
attack
have
on
bi5
a
mint
(4)
The
"role
of
the
church
ployment, we find almost a
ly say that one of the great julep when he
racial injuatice."
learned his strong record of working in
and synagogue in relation to total exclusion of Negroes
contributions to our own per- grandson was
and
our
interest. The other night,
socializing with
A sense of guilt must have
religiousrcommunity"
tonal fight to integrate major a Negro
Ricans.
for instance, Mrs. Robinson
touchedrthe hearts of the men
league baseball was made by
"With increasing frequency
the writer were guests at
who have condoned "separa- tworking
reatits locaolf fiovrie
integration
tutiwn niIsl IPuertol..G•WWtUh
Reese. Of his own will. Reese Pee Wce ignored the riding and
s are bring- L
the Ed Sullivan party celetion solely because of racial in all white suburbs or chang- ing
chose to become our partner for a whiTe. Then, as the bench brating
complaints
Ed's fourteenth anni••
identity."
ing neighborhoods, the role of and reporting to tne NAACP
clurine the trying experiences jockeys really got loud, he did
various discris simple and 'significant thing versary as a major television
A representative planning religion in relation to city and minatory
of those early days.
committee is finalizing a pro- other civic officials, end in re- union. We jractices by the
We shall never forget an He walked over .to me and star.
will continue to
gram which will encompass at lation to such institutions as
incident in Roston at the very put his arm around my thou!- We were there, in the midst
investigate every complaint
least these four areas:
the real estate industry,
beginning of our major league der. We talked for a minute of a atar-studded crowd, hav(1) The "inner life of the God help these men as they and will file formal charges
career. Ir difficult, these Neither one of us, to this day ing a fine Bine. Ed sent for
local church and synagogue." assemble. Open their evne end wth appropriate city, state and
"YOU SAID YOU W
days, wh there are woe* remembers what we were talk- us to join tan, his family and
TO 'IDIE.IZE.YE SO I
This will cover such subjects hearts to the fact-that all men federal Agencies
In virtuauy a11 the lineape, ing about. We do know what (See Ribielle•
QUTT
wherever
11)
as segregated churches, .rob- are brothers.
AN,On.
such action is indicated."

The Tri-State Defender Recommends
And Supports Clement For Governor

Simmering Quarrel Between Nigeria,
Ghana Rulers Brought Into Open

3
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A Disappointment To Critics

EDDIE the EDUCATOR

Rights Unit Finds ILGWL
Guilty Of Racial Discrimination

Notwithstanding
By
Thaddeus T. Stokes
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(C2iProf.Doodle.

CIAANCeED
f/Vi PLANS ABOUT

Dear Mme Chante: I am a very lonesome. Would love to
veteran of the Korean War. meet a real nice single man
Recently graduated from trade between 48 and 60 who wants
school as a machinist and am a real h o m e. If not sincere,
now employed in that field of please do not answer. Please
work. I am 27, 5 feet 8 inches send photo.
tall, weight 165 lbs. Interested Mrs. Gladys Ford, 3717 South
in meeting young, single wom- Parkway, Apt. 58, Chicago 53,
en between 19 and 28. Some- Ill.
• • •
one who is interested in the
Dear Mme Chante: I am debetter things of life. All mail
sirous of becoming a member
will be answered.
George Bell, 4924 S. Mich- of your pen pal club. I am 19,
dark brown skin. I will be wiligan, Apt. 2, Chicago, Ill,
• ••
ling to answer and give full.
Dear Mme Chante: I am in- details to all friends who
terested in becoming a mem- write. Will exchange photos.
Yvonne Vickers, 27, St. Luber of your pen pal club. I am
20 years - dark brownskin. cia Road, Kingston, 11, JaWill answer all mail and ex- males, B.W.I.
• • •
change photos.
Norma Vickers, 27, St. Lucia Dear Mme Chante: I am deRoad, Kingston 11, Jamaica, B. sirous of becoming a member
of your pen pal club. I am 24
W. I.
•••
years old, 145 lbs, 5 feet, 8 inDear Mme Chante: I am de- ches tall.
David Tullooh, 77 Balcombe
sirous of having pen pals of all
Seaages. I am lonesome and would Drive, Hogly Park, P. O.,
Jalike very much to meet a nice ward Pen, Kinkston 11,
man who sincerely wants a maica, B.W.I.
wife. I am not seeking wealth, but a good man to spend my
Words of the Wise
life with. We can work togetLet France have good
her and build a good future. mothers and ahe will have
I am 34, brownskin, 5 feet, 6 VIAL 8011s.
inches tall. 168 lbs. Methodist
—(Napoleon)
faith.
Boyle,
Unice
Winniefred
161
/
2 Penn St., Kingston 12,
Jamaica, B.W.I.

TIWAGHT “OVER. AN. rc WOULD BE
Jusi- M LUCK
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LikDIES...I DON'T KNOW N.4 ct4 IS WORSE...
...SAGGING SIOCKNGS OR HITCHING 114EM
UP )N1 PUBLIC —.BUT PLEASE DON'T
PERFORM THE OPERATION iN NE MIDDLE
'OF THE SIDE.WALK?
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Guidebook Shows U.S.
Sights By Air Travel

Names Ill.
Fund Raiser

By CLAIRE COX
The strips alternate green,
•••
NEW YORK — (UPI) — yellow or brown at variout
You
Chante:
Mme
Dear
Hundreds
of
By•Laws
guidebooks
are
times of year. When seen in
The
have helped so many. I am
published every year telling mid-summer, the yellow strips
By MARCUS H. BOULWARE
wondering if you will help me.
tourists where to stay and are wheat, oats or barley. The
what to eat, wear, see and do. green strips may be corn, cot.
QUESTION: What do the I am 48, 5 feet, 6 inches tall
by-laws of a club contain? — medium brown complexion ST. LOUIS — Paul B. Mus- Now the Department of Agri- ton or meadow crops. It the
grove, director of Industrial culture has added to this store strips are dark brown, darli
M. L. V.
Relations, Hiram Walker & of knowledge with instructions red, or black, they may be
ANSWER: In general, the
Sons, Peoria, Ill., has been re- on how to see America from places that have been plowed
by-laws describe in detail the
recently.
appointed 1963 national fund the air.
articles of the constitution.
vice chairman for the Amer- This unusual tour book ie PASTURES, RANGES
They include:
ican Red Cross in Illinois. An- entitled "That Land Down Smooth areas seen from thl)
1. Detailed requirements for
nouncement was made by There." It is complete with sky usually are pastures, melt.
membership
Fred A. Bentz, national fund photographs and descriptions dows or ranges. East of thiI
admitting
of
2. Methods
co-chairman, a t Washington, of terrain as seen from a high- Mississippi, these plots may
flying aircraft.
be in almost any shape. In the
members
D. C.
3. Dues
In assuming this volunteer "The airplane has given west, they usually are large
responsibility for the campaign travelers a new view of Amer- expanses Small dots of water
4. Detailed duties of officers
that dot these areas are farm
in Illinois, Musgrove will ap- ica," the guidebook says. "That
5. Detailed duties of commit
patch of green — those curv- ponds that average about half
consultcampaign
fund
point
tees
an acre
ants to aid him in coordinating ing bands of yellow — those The
guidebook says that un6. Election of officers and
fund raising efforts in Red spots of blue — those brown less a plane is
flying very
committees
Cross chapters throughout the places. Evere wonder what high, it is easy to distinguish
7. Provisions for calling and
state. Some of these chapters they are? Ever try to figure forests from pastures. Trees
out what goes on down there?"
conducting meetings
DR. DANIEL W. WYNN, Tus- ere in united appeals while
cover vast areas in coastal
8. Parliamentary authority keg** Institute chaplain is the others have independent March FOREST SIGHTS
zones, the Great Lakes region
The
campaigns.
agriculture
experts
9. Number of a quorum
and the mountains. Most of
author of the newly published
point out that persons flying these are in national forests
10. Methods of amending the book "Moral Behavior and the National Fund Co-chairman
over the eastern part of the preserved by the government.
Hantz
conducted
a
meeting
is
The
book
Christian
Ideal."
by-laws.
an explanation of Christian for state fund vice chairmen country are likely to see many In the west, air travelers
READERS: For my free
ethics for laymen in the pres- at the Red Cross National forests. The midwest is made find it fairly easy to see which
pamphlet, ent time. Dr. Wynn stated that Convention in Seattle, Wash- up mainly of plowed areas areas are desert and which
public
speaking
send two stamps and a self- the book is suited for young ington, which previewed plans that look like checker-boards are being irrigated because of
from the air. Farther west are the sharp contrasts in the
addressed business envelope people with inquiring minds for the 1963 fund campaign.
currently is getting the
and is an excellent text book Bentz, former Under Secretary mountains and deserts and fi- terra in.
LIBERIA'S PRESIDENT affair with U. S. Ambassador
Dr.
Marcus
H.
Boulware,
to
Over the midwest, a travelfor the more experienced el- of the Navy, is serving his nally, forests, orchards and
William V. S. Tubman and to the United Nations Adlai "royal” treatment in London
this week and setting up a Box 310-A, Florida A St M ders in the homes, study second year in this volunteer vineyards.
er sees constantly changing
his wife are shown at State Stevenson. The Liberian pair
For those who may have patterns on the ground but
few precedents.
University, Tallahassee, Fla, groups and churches.
position.
wondered about curving strips roads at regular intervals. The
of yellow, brown and green roads were laid out to cut
seen ffom the air, the agri- the land into mile-square secculture department explained tions.
they are the result of contour
All this data, and more, too,
and
wigs
powdered
official
it
for
Queen Elizabeth chose
ceiling.
By LAURENCE MEREDITH
Born in the Western African the ''Lark'' after his
footmen in
striperopping, a plowing and are available for the sum of
royal
a
tend
Prince
thrones,
in
1848
.
confinement
when
scarlet
gloves
her
republic just above the equa- visit to England
Two gold and
white
planting method that keeps 15 cents from the superintendLONDON — (UPI) — A tor, he is the son of a Meth- Roberts did not stay at the Andrew was born in 1960.
made for the coronation of menu served on gold plate soil from
washing
away. ent of documents of the U. S.
cigar-smoking descendant of odist minister descended from palace, however.
PRIVATE TERRACE
King Edward VII and Queen in the glitter of four foot high Strips are lowed in a curve government printing office
in
Georgia Negro slaves come freed slaves from Georgia. His
Victoria received him on
The six-room suite — with Alexandria, dominate one end table candelabras. The can- around a hill and are alter- Washington, D. C.
to Buckinghain Palace, July mother came from Atlanta in board the royal yacht in which additional
and of the room. They are still delabras are priceless—depict- nately seeded with plants that The
ante-rooms
writers of the book
and dined off its golden 1872.
baths — is used only by visit- used by the present monarch ing classical studies of such grow close together and grass- guarantee that
she was then cruising.
after you read
fates.
A massed flight of Royal ing heads of state and their and her husband.
figures as the three graces, es with heavy leaves and the book, you will
Tubman is at home in top
find a new
Soft-spoken President Wil- hats and cutaway and in strip- Air force planes was scheduled wives.
Above the thrones hangs a Mercury and Bacchus with his roots. The grass halts the flow world the next time you
peel.
liam V. Shadrach Tubman of ed tribal costume which he, to salute the Tubmans as their "Uncle Shad" has use of the great canopy of cloth-of-gold Nymphs.
of
rainwater downhill.
through an airplane window.
the African republic of Liberia however, now rarely dons. He frigate pulls into Dover and private terrace and wooded used first at the Delhi Durbar Gold center-pieces, all decis the first chief executive of ordered $4,200 worth of suits the Duke of Kent escorts them garden at the rear of the pal- when the Queen's grandfather, orated with flowers and trailhis race to be housed in the from a London tailor for this to a special train.
ace. Or he can relax in a King George V, and Queen ing foliage, intersperse and
palace's suite of honor.
Queen Elizabeth, her hus- drawing room with superb Mary were crowned emperor lead to a superb mirror-topped
trip.
"Brother Shad" or ''Uncle
gold pedestal, separating the
He likes whiskey and soda, band, Prince Philip, Prime 18th century furniture, green and empress of India.
Shad" as his million-odd citi- barber shop quartets and mix- Minister Harold MacMillan hangings and a floral carpet MUSICIANS GALLERY
queen and Tubman across the
zens affectionately call him, ing with people at the "Satur- and members of the govern- with blue and green predomiAt the other end of the table. But it is not so high,
• • S•
is on a state visit as guest of day afternoon club" in his ment went down to London's nating its beautiful pattern of
ballroom is the musicians that everybody may see both
Queen Elizabeth II and Prince capital of Monrovia — named Victoria's station to greet the rosese and leaves.
other.
cash
in
turn
they
and
ONEIDA, Wis. — (UPI) — did accept a payment of $19,800
gallery with a full-sized organ
Philip.
Queen and president will A lump - sum grant of $60,000 from the government. This
A magnificent crystal chan- and nearby a golden grille.
President Liberian chief executive and
after
American
NEGROES VOTE
his first lady.
delier sparkles in the bedroom Through this, unobserved, a broadcast speeches of mutual from the fede .81 government represented
James Monroe.
payments
due
wihoh has cream damask walls, spectator may look down upon frendship and esteem at the as settlement for the aid the since 1951 when the governIn Tubman's tropical home 1st FOREIGN POWER
LONDON PARADE
banquet.
of
the
conclusion
blue
silk
adorned
with
and
is
persons
of
scene
below.
or
dazzling
Oneida
Indians
ancestors
"Negroes
gave
the
ment
only
refused to make out the
Britain. which was the first Then followed one of the
Negro descent" may vote or foreign power to recognize an great state drives through the curtains, pale green carpets You can safely bet that live- Hosts and guests will move the colonists 'n the Revolu- small annual checks.
ly little Princess Anne peeped off to the white drawing room tionary War has been rejected
hold office in a country set- independent Liberia in the streets of London to Bucking- and chair-covers to match.
During the revolution, the
again.
tled 140 years ago by ex-slaves 19th century, has prepared an ham Palace which always The drawing room is next down on the banquet for "Un- for coffee and liquers.
Oneida Indians were party of
comes the earner- cle Shad." She often does.
door.
Then
returning
a
banInstead,
Tubman
is
the
Indians
voted
from the United States.
the Iroquois confederacy and
impressive welcome for their brings Londoners out in their von room; this is a private
It's a mighty proud day for visitors.
Anne, who will be 12 on quet for the queen later in to continue to get $1,800 a sided with the colonists in
tens of thousands and is a
room for the guests. It Aug. 15, is sometimes allowed the week at the Savoy Hotel year from the government— New York, splitting with the
dining
Tubman.
Queen Elizabeth sent a war- thrilling a sight as anyone was often used by Queen EliThe
66-year-old
African
to do so as part of her spe- —the Liberian embassy is of an amount that has been paid tribes that were loyal to the
ship, the Frigate Virago, across could want. Queen Elizabeth
chief executive's wife, Antoi- the English channel to pick rides besides Tubman in her azbeth's father, the late King cialized royal education,—to be too modest size for such an almost regularly the past half British. The Oneidas somewartime
his
VI,
for
George
century. It used to be paid times were forced to hide in
nette, is sharing the honors up the Liberian presidential royal purple and gold carfamiliar with such otkasions
talks with Winston Churchill and learn what all the proced- affair
with him. A warm-hearted,
'Uncle Shad," whose cigar in calico cloth.
the settlement to escape from
party at the French Port of riage, the Duke and Mrs. Tub- and military leaders.
The tribal council, however, their own people
means.
motherly woman, she is Tubure
is as part of him as Sir Winsman in a second.
Calais.
and
Tubman
his
win's third wife.
first
lady,
ton Churchill, was host to the
The $1,800 a year is a little
In doing this, the queen re- Lackeys and flunkies escort- BANQUET
4,Viheir three-day state visit called a gesture of old-wod ed the Tubrnans to Bucking- Tuesday night, Queen Eil- dine while seated in golden queen in his captial of Monless than 50 cents for each of
chairs.
arm
with the queen, rivals in pomp magnificence when just over ham Palace's famous Belgian zabeth hosts a splendid banrovia last year.
the tribe's 4,000 members.
and color the night Tubman 100 years ago Queen Victoria suite, arranged and furnished quet for the Tubmans in the The queen sits in a smaller She was said to have been
The Wisconsin Oneidas came
spent at the White House in was thoughtful to Liberia's over a century ago by Queen white and gold state ballroom, chair without arms—it is more struck there above all by a
to Wisconsin from New York
convenient with her wide- leargerlthan-life statue
1954 as guest of President and first chief executive. She gave Victoria for her favorite uncle the largest in the palace.
of the
state and settled in the Green
Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower. him a warship.
Leopold, king of the Belgians. It is 123 feet long and 60 skirted crinoline gowns of president that she passed. It
Bay area in the 1830s.
and
decorations.
state
chandeSix
lustre
the
wide.
feet
And Buckingham Palace has WARSHIP
It is known as one of
beamed down at her, stone
OF
LEGION
SERVANTS
lights
Shine
with
white
quietest
of
liers
rarely housed a state visitor
Victoria gave. President Jen- most dignified and
cigar in mouth.
A legion of servants and
down from the 45-foot high
kins Roberts a ,warship named all the royal ayartments.
like "Uncle Shad."
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Plan Royal Fete In Buckingham Palace For Tubman's London Visit
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Bank Prexy To
Visit Jamaica
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NEW YORK — Joseph E.
Davis, president of the Carver
Federal Savings & Loan Association, announced he had
accepted Prime Minister Alexander Tiustamante's invitation
to attend the Independence
Celebration in Jamaica next
month.
Davis will he accompanied
by Mrs. Davis and they are
scheduled to leave International Airport August 3. The
celebration in Kingston will
begin the next day Ittid end
on August 8.

,

Name AU Grad
To Govt. Post

ATLANTA, Ga. — Rufus'
who received the
Master of Business Administration from Atlanta university
at the June convocation, left
for Washington to start work
with the United States DepartEYFS ON THE ROAD TO ment of Commerce, Bureau
FREEDOM, Dr. Martin Luther of the Census.
King, featured speaker during
He has been employed as a
the 48th Hampton Institute
Ministers Conference urged statistician with a beginning
nearly 700 delegates and salary of $5.388 a yew.
guests to "Walk Together Daniels' home is in Dozier.
Children," and to keep in mind
the philosophy of non-violent Ala, He Is a 1058 graduate of
Alabama State College
resistance.
Daniels,
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Merry ..
Go-Round i

Anna

brother in Youngstown, Ohio,
SUMMER DOINGS
Political meetings are using and went on to Cleveland and
a greater part of Jacksonians Chicago. She reported a lovetime as preparation is being ly trip.
made for the August election. Leaving for Miami, Fla.
The Jackson Voter's League last week were Mrs. Kaye
has endorsed Frank Clement Reed, her daughter, Denise,
as our next governor, J. S. and aunt, Miss Claudine BledVelma's cousins. Mrs. Green
Merry is president of t h e soe. They are guests of Mrs.
CALIFORNIA
League.
Reed's parents in Miami.
The view from the 'Merry is the former Etta Ruth Nelms
Returning to Jackson full of Acquaintances in Jackson
Go-Round' is obscured by the of Memphis.
enthusiasm last week was Al- were rather shocked at the
exodus of Memphians who are In our own domicile, we're
bert J. Porter, who attended sudden departure of t h e
"Seeing America First" . . happy to have the presence of
the National NAACP meet in Paul Collins„ who will be re.as summer wends its unrelent our sister, LOUISE ILES COLAtlanta, Porter, bookkeeper at siding in Texas. They will be
less way into time, and va LINS, who with her husband
Lane college is advisor to the missed in the social circles.
'cation schedules are approach PAUL and their siblings, Paucampus chapter of the NAACP. HONORED
ed with that do or die spirit. la Louise and Pamela, are
Another branch of the orMrs. Bobbie Scott Herron
The sunny cnrnes of South- visting in these parts before
ganization in Jackson that is was honored at a going away
ern California is a veritable departing for Marshall, Texas
doing a great service is the party in the home of Mr. and
Memphis Colony these days and Wiley College, where
Junior branch of the NAACP Mrs. J. A. Cooke last Satur. . . and growing larger as Paul will be head coach.
which is under the direction day evening with Mesdames
highways, flyways and tracks PAUL left last Friday night,
of Miss Genevieve Brooks Daisy Shaw, Vera Brooks and
deposit more and more of kith and Louise and the girls will
with Miss Eleanor Grimes as Cooke serving as hostesses.
join him in August. They are
and kin from the Big M.
president.
Some unique gifts w er e
DID YOU KNOW that JANE stopping at 2040 So. Parkway
They had as a recent pro- brought to the honoree by the
JOHNICAN, her meter, MRS. E. and also with Charles and
ject the selling of paperbacks. many friends who called.
J. B. JOHNICAN and JOSIE Evelyn Iles at 2416 Perry
"Fight for Freedom" which T h e dining table, topped
BALDREDGE are in Los An- Cove.
carries the history of t h e with a lace cloth was centSUMMER CHIT CHAT
geles? and . . .
ered with red and White dahWItITTAKER BRIDE-ELECT — Making ated from Spelman college in NAACP.
HARRIETTE, MACRO AND THELNIA
plans for her late August Atlanta in June. Her fiance
Mrs. M. K. Smith, well- lias and summer poinsettas. By CARLOTTA WATSON many. Whiskey can strip the
CANDY WALKER hied off CRAWFORD of Boston, Mass.
Glenry is a graduate of Morehouse known Merry high school in- Attending t h e punch bowl
veneer off a man quicker than
Thursday for a leisurely train is visiting her parents, John wedding is Miss
college in the same city structor, has returned home was Mrs. Brooks. Plenty of I have had so many letters paint remover takes the old
trip that will take them first and Louise Whittaker at their Thomas, daughter of Mr. and
1410
matheof
majored
in
Sammie
Thomas
where
he
evils
Mrs.
cream
and
recently
discussing
the
hors'd'oeuvres,
sour
Beauteous
after
an
extensive
vacation.
ave.
home
on
Saxon
paint off a barn door.
to Chicago for a few days visit
picturesque Cane She attended the high school mince clam dip, potato chips, of drinking, while others are I know you are going to call
with PAT AND HAROLD Thelma was a former Y-Teen Wabash, whose engagement matics. The
of
Tampa.
church
will
be
to
Rudolph
Arnao
Creek
Baptist
assorted
crackers,
cold
cuts,
defending
drink
among
young
graduation
of
her
the
YWCA.
granddaughsecretary
at
son-indaughter
and
SHAW,
me an old "fogey" when I tell
ter, Miss Brenda Haugh in pickles and olives helped to people. I think it timely to you I remember when young
Sunday before last was a Fla.. was recently announc- the scene of the wedding.
law' of the Walkers . . . and
Kansas City, visited
her make the evening a most en- give my version. So here men were taught never to get
from there they'e on their gala picnic day for two parti- ed. Miss Thonias was gradujoyable one.
goes.
way to Los Angeles to the cular groups which attracts a
drunk in the presence of a
Mrs. Herron w h o moved First, I have never had
National Insurance Conven- large crowd at two diametrilady, and a GENTLEMEN
back
to
Jackson
after
t
h
e
much use for the man who never offered to buy a LADY
tion, which will be followed cally opposing areas to Memdeath
of
her
mother,
will
make
by a swank Sigma Pi Phi phis. The annual ALPHA PHI
drinks to excess. There is
her home in New York City nothing clever in consuming a drink . . . and that if she
Boule. Their side trips from ALPHA PICNIC was again
asked for one, she was not a
with
her
son,
Gilbert
Scott
estate
at
the
plantation
held
their base in the City of Anquantities of alcohol, and one LADY.
Herron.
While
in
Jackson,
she
GAMAND
LEODA
of
JOHN
gela will include a visit with
does not need special training
Certificates will be awarded
Mrs, Jeanette Carr of Ma- Marie.
Oh, hum . ..
was seceretary in the office of
Evangeline (Hibler-K. C. Mo.) MON at Marion, Arkansas. to seven women, first gradu- nassas High, financial secreWith guidance of this vi- J. A. Cooke and instructor of to open his foolish mouth and
There
the
good
brothers
of
and Homer Mills of Bakerspour it down ... so why comates of Charm, Inc., School of tary; Ortie Carr of Firestone brant, young man, Lakeviewfield . . . and their cousins A Phi A exude the brotherly Modeling and Charm, when Tire and Rubber company, ites will be undertaking and Spanish at Lane college. She pete with lunitics and idiots?
taught
in
Puerto
Rico
prior
their
families
spirit
in
making
Col. and Mrs. Vance Marchcommencement exercises are treasurer; Lawrence A. West- participating in many projects, to coming to
Why does a fellow under 30
Jackson. Her son
banks of March Field, and the experience and savor all the held Monday, July 23 at 7:30 ley of Melrose High and
Cor- all beneficial to this exclusive better known as Scottie, was years of age need strong drink.
Century 21 Fair at Seattle. fine rural and bucolic joys p.m. in the Lilac Room at nette Realty, parliamentarian;
community as well as the one of the pioneers in break- He couldn't have much spirit
RUTH and ROBERT LEW- that are to be had at the Vogue Beauty Supply Co., 147 Harold Osborne of Melrose Bluff City.
ing down school segregation in him if he needs something
IS's recent guests were Bir- Gammon Farms, playing ball, Beale St.
Six Y-Teens and the teenin a bottle to raise it. Nor
High, is chaplain. The first As the president's "my man
mingham's VIRGIL AND BIL- fishing, viewing their extens- The featured addresses' will official board meeting will be Friday," Percy Gill was elect- in Jackson, at Tigrett Junior could he have much real cour- age director of t h e Sarah
high
school
last
year.
diLIE HARRIS, w h o stopped ive rice fields and other
be delivered by Rev. James A. held Wednesday, July 18th at ed vice-president. A likeable Guest in the home of Mr. age if he needs "false courage" Brown YWCA Branch, attendenroute to LA and the same versified crop plantings, and McDaniel, executive secretary the Ortie Carrs'.
guy by all who know him, he and Mrs. S. H. Bronaugh is from a bottle, nor much resis- ed the Kentucky-Tennessee
lounging
on
their
verdant
insurance confab. Virgil is the
of the Memphis Urban League NEWCOMERS
is employed by Wilson's Pack- their niece, Miss Vivian Mas- tance if he needs alcohol in Y-Teen. Conference at Tuscugrounds,
bewitched
by
the
former president of the inand Mrs. Frances M. Hassell The "welcome mat" was laid ing company. He has served as sey of Hopkinsville, Ky. Miss which to "drown his sorrows." lum college, Greenville, Tenn.,
surance association, and broth- aroma of barbecue, large cal- of Universal Life Insurance out for Sergeant and Mrs. Wil- former representative for the Massey is a
junior at Kentucky If one can keep away from recently. The interracial condrons
of
corn
on
the
cob,
slaw,
er to our college classmate
Co. Rev. McDaniel will speak liam Miller who recently mov- District Nine Council of the State.
included Y-Teens from
the stuff until he is 30, there is ference
baked
beans
and
all
the
menu
and friend, SADYE HARRIS
all registered and community
on "Careers." Mrs. Hassell's ed into the community and United Packing House Work- Mrs. Maude Trotter, mother
trimmings
which
every
chance
that
he
will
be
make
life
JAMES, now of Washington,
subject will be "The Impor- city. He is a 10-year career ers of America, an affiliate of of Mrs. Daisy Shaw, is
YWCAs in Kentucky and Tenspendworth living in the good ole'
D. C.
tance of Being Well Groomed." man with the Armed Forces, the AFL-CIO, for Tenn. and ing a short vacation in St. able to get along without it nessee. Main objective of the
summertime.
President
Dr.
for
the
T.
rest
of
his
life.
But
if
will
exercises
JOAN and JOHNNY JOHNGraduating
stationed at Fort Hood, Texas Ala. Mrs. Earline Somerville, a Louis, Mo. Also in St. Louis is he finds he can't "keep off," conference was to provide
SON are also in California, H. Northcross was host per start with a fashion show, and. hails from the nation's teacher at Florida School, is Mrs. Beatrice
Davis who was then he should learn to hold leadership training and an opexcellent as usual, with all of commentated by Mrs. Martha
having left last week.
capital. Mrs. Miller (Rosetta) recording secretary; Mrs. Er- called there suddenly due to it like a gentleman, and if one portunity for fellowship wit
LULAH McEwen is vaca- Alphas giving out with the Jean Steinberg. After model- is from Pennsylvania and is nestine McFerrin of Mitchell the illness of
other Y-Teens in this reg'
her uncle.
does not know the right mo- Theme of the conference
tioning in Chicago . . . and renown spirit.
ing, graduates will appear in an embalmer at Southern Fu- Road School, assistant secreMrs. V. F. Walker will be ment to stop, at least know
We
attended
the
annual
will probably visit with HARwhite frocks styled in simple
tary.
leaving soon on her -.third trip when to stagger off to bed and "The Risk of Being a Y-Teen."
OLD and PAT SHAW, in CAMP DEMBY FAMILY DAY elegance which will become neral Home... . Mr. and Mrs. MISCELLANY
Consultant for the conference
to Europe. Her flight is schedJames Johnson are moving in
PICNIC
in
the
beautiful
camp
off.
whose brilliant wedding of
was Mrs. Sara Alyce Wright,
the fashion trademark of the their lovely home in Horn
A welcome visitor receiv- ule to leave New York about sleep it
grove
on
Highway
70,
beyond
last year she was an attendschool.
Lake Cove. . . . Mr. and Mrs. ing the red carpet treatment the middle of July. She says Never make a public exhibi- consultant for Teen-Age ProMason,
Tenn.
Our
pride
and
ant.
gram, National Staff of the
Graduates will be presented. Aaron Barnes are also join- during her Memphis sojourn there's no place like Europe tion of yourself.
ORA OWENS McNEIL of joy, Lynne, was one of the along with certificates, sterling ing this community of proud was Mrs. Mable Jackson of n the summer.
Alcohol really brings out YWCA.
more
than
75
youngsters
who
Y-Teens from t h e YWCA
Kansas City, Mo., has gone to
silver wishbone pins by Miss and happy residents.
Chicago, sister of Mell (Mrs.
what a man is really like under
Chi to join her husband fol- made merry at the permanent Bernice Lansky, director of EARLS ELECTED
Percy Gill). . . . With the
his skin, . . . I have known branch attending were: Judith
camp
for
two
weeks,
as
part
lowing an extended visit with
the school.
men who gave the impression Martin, B. T. Washington;
Memphis' best planned su- calendar reading half past Juthe A. B. Owens, the Wm. of the youth program of the Eligible for certificates are:
of being gentlemen to show Geraldine Robinson, repreburban community members ly and summer slipping by,
Owens and her many friends Diocese of Tennessee of the Miss Shirley Williams, Mrs.
up as blackguards after they senting the Senior city-wide
of the Lakeview Civic Club, Jackie McCauley hied away
Episcopal Church.
here.
Juda Eiland, Mrs. Sarah Gates, held forth at a recent meeting on vacation to Chicago to visit
had had a few drinks too Y-Teen Inter-Club Council;
Willa Dean Parker, Hamilton;
Charming sub-teen SHAR- Following an outdoor serv- Miss Juanita Ostrom, Mrs.
her
aunt.
.
.
.
Mr.
0.
L
Cash
and
elected
energetic
Felton
AN LYNNE JONES has just ice at 11 with the Rev. S. D. Ruthie LaGrone, Mrs. Cora
parbara Wilson, of Geeter
Mrs.
R.
Warf
Sneed
won
a
was
door
prize
of
a
$250
J.
Earls,
Jr.
as
helmsman.
He
Rudder,
priest
in
charge, large Harris and Miss Claudia Hesreturned from Birmingham,
school, Peggy Waller, Hamilhonored
recently
at
a
surprise
certificate,
applicable
to
his
is
regional
distribution
and
gathering
of
family
and
friends ter.
where she visited her grandton; Delores Tyler, Oates
lots purchased at fashionable birthday party given by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. of all the campers had an Refreshments will be served traffic manager in the Region- Carver Point Resort,
Manor, Sr., X-Teen Club; and
and a daughter, Mrs. G. W. Barnett,
al
Postal
Division,
married
to
ideally
relaxing
day,
far
from
Jones.
after the exercises.
set of fishing tackle during at their home at 1117 James James E. Caldwell, 359 Miss Barbara M. Neal, teenthe
former
Miss
Ethelyn
Lethe
hustle
and
bustle
of
the
While HELEN AND TONI
Beale at., was in John Gaston age program director, YWCA
st.
the Glorious Fourth.
Branch.
HAYES are part of the Mem- City. Several vistors here had Calif. before returning to fevre and the father of four . . . We are happy
to see Their rock garden was the hospital where he is expected
lovely children - Felton III,
phis crowd in L. A. for the to leave early, some being
Memphis prior to their return Carol Anne, Phillip and Lynne Dr. and Mrs. H. Ralph Jack- setting for the party, and to undergo surgery.
past Month. daughter TOM- Alpha's, so that they could
son back in Lakeview. They guests enjoyed a delicious re- Caldwell, who has been in
Europe.
MY KAYE has been boning attend both events. Too many to
ill health for some months, has
have been vacationing on the past.
GET WELL WISHES
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HORIZON

REAPING THE GRAPES
The quiet spoken Hayes
Florida A & M University went on to defeat the highlyreally whooped it up when rated Polish sprinter, Marion
its own Bob Hayes won the Foik. Go ik had taken the
100 yard dash title in the measure of Budd a year ago
annual AAU Track Champion- when the U. S. - Poland meet
ships, held recently at Mount was held at Warsaw.
San Antonio College, a few GAITHER SPEAKS OUT
miles outside of Los Angeles. Hayes prefers playing footThe Rattlers are nationally ball to running track; howrecognized for their outstand- ever, he is aware of preceing athletic program at the dents for pro football teams
Tallahassee institution. Peren- Signing track stars to capitanially, they master their weak lize on their speed.
sisters in the Southern InterGleen Davis, the former
collegiate Athletic Conference Olympic champ from Ohio
of which the Rattlers hold State and former San Jose
membership. Florida's Jake star, Ray Norton, are members
Gaither coached football team of the Detroit Lions and the
was among the top teams in San Francisco '49ers, respecthe country last fall. Florida's tively.
According to Gaither, it is
basketball and baseball squads
participated in post season na- significant that Hayes' best
tional tournaments.
times last year and this year,
FUNDS SHORT
were made soon after he came
Hayes, who has given the out of football. "I have told
school international publicity Robert Hayes time and again
because of his world tying that no one will put pressure
9.2 clocking in the century, on him to force him to play
won the 100 in the S.I.A.C. football," contends Gaither.
meet, but was upset by, the We don't know how authentic
fleet Roger Sayers of Omaha, that quote is, but all who
Nebraska, in the N.A.I.A. know the shrewd coach-athChampionships.
letic director, expect Hayes to
Being a conference champ, be in full battle array on the
Hayes qualified for the N.C.- gridiron.
A.A. Track and Field windup Gaither has been criticized
at Eugene, Oregon. Hayes for what many call "overdidn't compete because the emphasis" in football; so much
school was supposedly unable so that high school teams are
to finance the trip for the regimented to the Florida
great mild-mannered sprinter. style.
sses)iith the reputation the Rat- It's kind of hard to imagine
'Zan have for supporting ath- that the talented rich Ratletics, and in view of the con- tlers got so impoverished that
sisten fast times recorded by Hayes had to be sponsored by
Hayes, despite his defeat by an outside group to heap honSayers, many were surprised ors upon Florida A & M.
that the university wouldn't SEMI-PRO STARS
be sending the school's greatThe best players of the 23
est cinder star in history.
team local Semi-pro League,
GOVERNOR LENDS HAND
played in the 10th Annual
When a top star like Hayes North - South All - Star game
is deprived of the opportunity recently at Bellevue Park,
to display his record break- with the South emerging a
ing form, it doesn't go un- 12-11 victor in a wild slugging
noticed — especially in the match.
land of the white sand. KnowHomeruns by Clyde Bass
ing that the AAU meet would and Leonard Draper of the
follow the NCAA shindig, and Federal Compress Blues, helpwinners qualifying for the ed to stave off a late North
United States team that was rally. The win gave the South
slated for summer tangles in a 6-4 edge in the series.
Chicago with Poland and next NO CLOSE OUTS
weekend at Palo Alto, Cal., Many times, racing fans at
tenth the tough Olympic stud- Southalnd Park wait until the
•
ed Russians, Florida's Gov- last minute to streak to the
ernor Farris Bryant and oth- mutuel windows; Friday the
ers made up a fund to pay 13th was no exception - only
the travel costs of the home this time the little beaker
state sprinter to the National that signals cashiers to close
event in California.
out those left in line, found
Hayes didn't let his backers no one in line who hadn't sedown as the 19 year-old soph- cured their ducats. The REAomore headed a field of 41 SON: Before the eighth race,
dashmen, each had done the a power failure knocked out
100 in 9.6 or better. In the the infield and scoreboard
finals, he defeated Sayers, lights, necessitating about 45
Harry Jerome, and defending minutes delay. Thus, there
champ - Frank Budd, who was plenty of time for greypulled qp lame. This trio was hound fans to ponder their
choices
the cream of the crop.

‘11•
TALKING TENNIS—En route
to the Eastern Clay Cou:ts
Championship tennis tournament, Arthur Ashe, a rising
star and UCLA student, stopped in Lynchburg, Va. to chat

"

Pinewood And Marble Derby
Held By Central Boy Scouts

RADIO CLUB PICNIC -Members of the Memphis
Mutual Radio Citizen Band
club of the Communication
Division of Memphis and
Brinkley. D. K. Rodgers,

Thirty-two Y-Teens, advis- dra Chambers, Paulette Harter, Willie Johnson, Walsh
Shelby County Civic Deers and teenage director of the ris, Jacquelyn Jones, Dolly
Mrs.
Rodgers,
Paul
Harris,
fense posed for this picture
Plummer
James Sara Brown Branch YWCA Tolliver, Beverly
Franklin,
Evelyn
and showed off equipment at
took an educational tour '• of from Magnolia; Janet PatterMrs.
Marie
and
Farnklin
picnic.
On
front
their recent
son, Hamilton; Marie Jones
Florida, recently.
Butler. (Withers Photo)
row', from left, are Milton
In Ocala, Fla., t h e group from Douglas, also, Corrine
stayed over night at Boll Ma- Daily, Tommie Warner and
tor Inn. Visited were the Sil- Tommie Warner and Jacquev e r Springs, Underwater lyn Houston from Porter;
fairyland, the jungle, viewed Bonnie Taylor and Eva Flowduring a cruise in glass bot- e r s from Klondike; Sarah
tom boat, Big Springs and the Faulkner and Gazelle Davis,
Hamilton, Charlotte Austin,
Endless Cavern.
At Winter Haven, the Cy- Sheila Hendricks, Manassas,
press Gardens was visited. In Eyelyn Champion, Ma ry
Miami, they stayed at t h e Welker, Louise Brown, CarnHampton House motel a n d es school. Chaperones for the
The spacious lawn of Mr.
Villas two days where the tour were: Mrs. Linda Isabel,
and Mrs. Manuel C. Tuggle
girls were enteretained at a Mrs. Mildred Horne and Miss
and Mrs. 011ie King of 1155
party-dance, En route to St. Barbara Neal, teenage direcSpringdale st., was the setting
Augustine, they visited the
for a recent holiday party
tor.
out-of-town
Alligator farm.
honoring their
Y-Teens touring were: Caroguests.
lyn McQueen and Christine
Guests of honor were Mr.
Boyd, Booker T. Washington;
and Mrs. Authur Richardson,
Yvonne
Johnson,
sister and brother-in-law of
Barbara
Hunt, Melrose, Sr.; Judy NevilMrs. Tuggle, and Mrs. Locene
As C 411 *Pi sett C•11t•
les, Melrose; Vernell SaulsRobinson. all of Chicago.
Combination.
bury, Geeter; Marshal WilOther guests v,,ere Mr. and
seur.Ia, uslver, and
Mrs. Ed Williams, Mr. and A MEMPHIS BOY, Carl Jones, liams, Wanda Gardner. San.
vo,00.;sovo....
EARNESTINE McGEE
Mrs. Roland Neal, Mr. and
10.111(04 nopotTURE MPS,
is slated to play an important
Mr.
and
Mrs. E. H. Russell,
Paiiin,
last,,,. %Wu
role in football this fall at STORYBUY
Mrs. Felix Hayes and family, the University of California
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
i.wa,t P,,,. A visilolike
Jones.
Alex
Mrs.
Lee
"The
and
Baby
Sitter,"
a
Mr.
comedy
.11.71 FOI 11E1 COALS
at Los Angeles. The 24-yearMr. and Mrs. Feddie Jenkins, old quarterback will occupy based on an original story by
SPRINGER
FASHION
UNIFORMS
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson King
Arne
Sultan
Marvin
a
n
d
a key spot when the Bruins
701 H St N I
77 Alabaman, Cal
and family and Mr. and Mrs.
take the field against Ohio Worth, has been purchased by Yfalkinn. 2 DC. Atlanta 3, Itergle
Melvin Lee.
State in the Los Angeles Coli- Columbia Pictures.
Also Mr. a n d Mrs. Alsey seum in their opener on Oct.
Hass and family, of Browns6. A physical therapy major,
ville; Mr. and Mrs. John Wilks,
he is the brother of WDIA's
Mr. and Mrs. Claude McClenMartha Steinberg and son of
Where Tour vacation dreams come
don and son, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Jones of
hut'PlF
ARE STILL AVAILABLE
Herman Blade and daughter,
Memphis.
Mrs. Bilbo Jones, Mrs. Odie L.
ALL
Brown, Mrs. Addie M. Johnson, Mrs. Luella Burton, Mrs
YEAR
Iris Thomas Shaw, Mrs. Laura
C. Johnson, Mrs, Ira Crane,
LONG!
Mrs. Culla Mae Thomas and
All t011 - 40<ttlties •f
Mrs. Eula Bell Neely.
Pent 5tot. Park
,And Mrs. Magnolia Hardin,
Plus Your Own Rinert
Mrs. Helen Daniel, Sterling
Hem,
Ivy, Mrs. MackJones,
miss Audrey JhonFISHING
•
SWIMMING
•
PICKNIEKING
RICHARD
C SAME
n, James S- 11 a r p, P. F.
SOUTH ON HIGHWAY 31 TO OAKLAND
Turner, Clifford Sims, Jr., of CleveTURN EAST TO COFFEEVILLE
The Flamingo Carriers Base- Chambers, I.eamon
AND FOLLOW SIGNS
guest
of
the
was
Hunter
Ohio,
Stegger,
Pleas
land,
Beamon,
ball Club members are: W.
given
party
buffet
petal
Wells
at
a
and
Mrs.
honor
Eleanor
PEACE
Call
REALTY
CO. —Memphis — 398-7956
0. Warr—Coach, John Lewat the home of Mrs. Cornelia
is — Coach, Gene Cumby, daiyton.
Tillman of 1339 Gleason at., on
— Assistant Manager. Z. P.
July 6 with Mrs. Tillman and
Pittman — Manager, Willie
and Mrs. Alberta Lee as hosWilliams,
Clark, Charles
tesses.
Willie Williams, Robert RobGuests were Miss Judith
GOD SENT
Echols,
inson,
Columbus
Martin Gwendolyn and EmAll Prayers and Healings Free
William Diller d, Clifford
Shirley
and
Sylvia
Hunt,
ery
Brady, Robert Terrell, Otis
HEALER AND ADVISOR
Faye Little, Patricia Hooks,
Branch, Melvin Matthews,
Are You Suffering—Slog—Need Advice?
Roband
Joyce
Allen,
Carla
Marvin
Williams,
Larry
ert Wells, Paulette Brinkley,
Don't consider her just another reader. You've seen
Brown, Rchard Bradshaw,
Margaret
Parham.
Staten
her on television, read about her in the papers, now, see
Charlie
Edward
Wade,
Dandridge and Barbara Kileher in person, look for the name of REV.SISTER GABLE
Cathy, Henry Sanders. Charbrew, cousins of Clifford, Lil
on the sign with the big white cross. Located at her home.
lie Hussey.
Ann Abron, Theodore Pickett.
See REV. SISTER GABI.F7. She haft the God -Given
and Glover Jean and Primus
Power to heal by Prayer. Guarantees to heal the sick and
Tillman, daughter and son of
Mrs. Tillman.
the ailing, but there is no pity for those who know they,
While in the city, Sims was
are in hard luck and don't come to see REV. SISTER.
a house guest of his aunt and
GABLE. Donations accepted..
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Booker
These are but a few that have been healed and helped •
McChriston, and Mrs. Anna
by REV. SISTER GABLE. There are thousands of others
Chsholm.
ColeR.
H.
Mrs.
Mr. and
that have been helped by REV.SISTER GABLE.So come
m a n of 1991 Rile at.. were PROMOTED — Oscar Burrow,
today, tomorrow may be too late. Remember if there is
visitors in the resort city of son of Mr. and Mrs. Fate BurWE WILL BUY OR
God's help on earth it can be found through REV.SISTER
Hot Springs. Ark., for several row of 2646 Midland, has been
GABLE. She heals by the hand of God. Remember there
promoted
to
airman
second
YOUR PROPERTY
SELL
recently.
days
is a lucky charm that has been blessed by the Saints of
in the U. S. Air Force.
It was the Coleman's first class
The Melrose High school gradJerusalem given free with each visit.
visit to the city located 50 uate is an aircraft mechanic
REALTY
CO
miles west of Little Rock.
at Richards-Gebaur AFB. Mo.
368 BEALE ST
Mr Coleman is employed at His wife is the former Miss WH 8-1 149
JA 6-3291
Betty J. Johnson.
a local casket compan
Sylvester Butler, Jr., and
5 L. McKinney. Standing.
same order. are Mrs. MarlCharles
Brinkley,
ette
Eland, Mrs. Catherine Car'

Visitors From
Chicago Feted
At Lawn Party

CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS

FRANCINE DORLE

CARVER POINT
LOT,

NORA COLLINS
THE FLAMINGO CARRIERS Baseball Club is sponsoring a "Peppermint Twist
Contest and Dance" Saturday July 21, at the Flamingo Club, 140,, Hernando.
Featured will be the Crowning of "Miss Flamingo" for
1962. Prizes will be awarded
to the winners of the "PepTwist"
contest.
permint
Contestants in the "Miss
Flamingo Contest" are: Misses Nom Collins, 991 G. LeMoyne Dr.; Carrie Richards,
1583 Miller: Francine Doyle,
1142 Daisy: and Ernestine
McGhee, 368 S. Lauderdale,

Robinson

Cleveland Boy
Honored During
A Buffet Party

CARVER POINT

•

REV. SISTER GABLE

Memphians Visit
Hot Springs, Ark.
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ELDER BROWN'S
CHEMICAL CO.
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I ma. unattec•sful
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One •Isilt with Rev.
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end very happy.

So drive a little ways for the help that you need, and
see how it pays' if there is God's help on this earth.to
he found, you can get it through REV. SISTER GABLE.
Many have turned to her, so you must too. Remember, by
the hand of God, all things are possible.

Daniel Webster did ...and
called it "the finest in the world."

flavor of Old

You'll Bless The Day YOU Visited REV. SISTER GABLE
Se Come And Be Blessed At Her Temple
Donations Only

TODAY—LICII 1TR • MILDER 90PROOF

Flours 7:00 .k.M. to 11:00 P.M. Daily and Sunday
Read for both White fif Colored, No Appointment Necessary
Private and Confidential Reading in her own Home.

Taste the magnificent

Crow .—next time.

Manhattan Bowling Boll.
Crown PrInc• & Swingatirr Shirte &
Complete Line Of Bowling Supplies S Ep u ipr,ent
Tract,'" Fat All Occosions

I was flat •n ny
bock aoffamiog from
an Ineurobledi
Th•r• was no hope
until I hoard of and
sow R•e.SI stem Caltl•
th• Indian h•ol•r.
Thank God for her, I
on, well.

You will get a free lucky cross that has been blessed
by the Saints of Jerusalem at no extra charge. She will
give you a lucky number.

ofthis historic bourbon

ATTENTION, BOWLERS!

Rev. Sister Gable Is located permanently lf miles tromp
City Limits of Collierville, Tennessee en
HWY. 12, EAST OF TOWN ON HOLLY SPRINGS ROAD

JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY

Look for cross in front of her HMI, Trailer Rome
Transportation from Memphis to Rev. Vs. Gable
Take the Yellow Cab Bus to CelliersIlle.

The Greatest Name in Bourbon

"Yaw KeertIng Equipment Headquarters"
707, L

with Dr. R. Natter Johnson.
who has played a part in getting Ash, Interested in the
game. Ache is a product of the
sumer tennis school Dr. Johnson holds each year.

Y-Teens Tour Florida State

a grand time racing the little
card marble shooter in the
group. Much fun was had by
all. Refreshments were served participating were:
Pack 109, sponsored by the
Beulah Baptist church. Arrow
Jefferies, cubmaster; Larry
Brown, Johnnie Echoles. Roland Wirt, Ramson Wirt, Marcellus Howard, Jerry Gray and
Ronald Armfield,
Pack 129, Sponsored by
Bethel Presbyterian church
(Continued from poge 6)
USA,; Daniel Durr, cubmaster
and Mrs. Geraldine Best and
most
country's
the
some of
Mrs. Webb, den mothers. Gerimportant people — at his own ald Best, Edward Webb, Dantable. He didn't do it to be iel .Durr, Jr.. Deatrick Holley.
exhibitionist. He did it quite Alwin Tucker, Andre Brown.
naturally because he wanted Ellis Nabors, Ronald Brooks
IN AMARILLO — Airman
to. We don't mention it as a and Tony Brooks.
Basic Frank Maggitl, Jr.,
matter of bragging nor did
by
CasSponsored
162,
Pack
whe:e parents live at 228
we accept it as some persona;
t alia Missionary Baptist Oklahoma ave., has been sent
tribute.
Raker:cub.
Charles
I.
church,
Lackland, AFB, Texas,
We accepted it as just anMrs. Julia Baker, to Amarillo AFB, Texas for
other gracious sign of the kind master and
Virginia Grant, and Mrs. a USAF technical training
of guy Ed Sullivan is. We Mrs.
Ward. den mothers course f o r administrative
couldn't help shuddering once E. Ruth
Harper Blunt. specialists. The airman is a
more as we recalled that some Ronald Ward,
Brown, Willie graduate of Carver High
Lee
Johnnie
pretty careless charges were
Buchanan, Vernon school.
thrown in Sullivan's direction Joy, Eddie
Mattix, Lawrecently, accusing him of ra- Bowers, Keith
Young, Larry Morris,
cial prejudice in his show, one rence
Grout.
the most democratic shows Wilbert
Pack 195, Sponsored by
of the networks.
on
Baptist church,
We keep hollering for one Magnolia First
Taylor, cubmaster. Mrs.
world — and for integration Frank
Alpha Pointer, Mrs. Geraldine
and racial justice. And we Taylor, and Mrs. Mamie Harplaming corns.
should. But we must learn er,denmothers. Tom- Thnuunds of sufferer, from
'Illus., and common warts now report
that we have to give out as mie Taylor, CarlItar- astonishing Inuits with an amazing new
that rubs them off painlessly
well as receive. We must give vey, Lawrence Taylor, William formulation
and nfely without danger of infection from
friendship and understanding Atkins, Mitchell Parrish, John- cutting, scids or abrasives. Secret is a
wonder.working medicated creme called
if we arei to get friendship and n i e Harper, Tommy Atkins, DERMA-SOFT
that softens and dissolve,
tormenting, hard to remove growths
understanding in return. And Jerry Edwards, James Stan- those
so that they rub right off, leaving skin silky
we have got to give it, not field, and Robert Lee Mose- smooth and soft, So don't suffer another
druseriati,
mina te. Get DER M A•SOFT
only to each other, but also ly.
to our white brothers who
have demonstrated their willingness to stand up and be
counted when the racist chips
are down.

(See PHOTO On Back Page)
Central Division Cub Scouts
and Cub Scout Leaders held
its pinewood derby and marble
daderby last Saturday. Four Cub
IWPacks and leaders with a total
of 37 boys and 13 leaden had

ie

11

tuner
551

015 Ms OINTMENT COMPANY, itifli011. 51. ItiliCks STRAIGHT 10111011 IMAM 80 111001
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THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NOW OFFERS A NEW SERVICE TO ADVERTISERS
- INSTANT CREDIT

—

ME BILL YOU LATER.............. JAckson 6-8397

YOU CALL NOW.....•••

VOL

To buy, or sell - A house, an automobile, cottage, mansion, a lot, church or furniture. Or to rent a room or an apartment.

A

YOU HAVE THE GOODS....................................WE HAVE THE RESULTS
NEWLY-DECORATED APA RTMEN 18
Klondike area. Couple with one or
two children. Near bus and school
Apply 795 N. Claybrook.
ET1 ER HF.S DC personal, business
They come in three colors. I color
twos for 250, '2 color $300 for 250
325 for 250. There Sr. le
3 color
styles. The envelopes are the same
price. Free samples and Intormation
Send Se for handilne and mailing
Rodger 14. Harrison, 10308 Dyer, El
Paso. Texas.
FOR STILE
Dresses. Since 18 & 20. Shoes - Sire
83b, Priced very cheap.
994 No. Idlewild.
CIT;ENO VALLS
Heating Service - Water Heaters.
Wall Heater - Repaired and Installed
Residential Plying. All Work Ouaran
Teed. Licensed - 1625 so. Third Bt.,
Phone WH 6-0044
BARBEE SAKE - Fishing and Horse
back riding. 8108 Horn Lake Rd.
RE FINS.
BARBEELAKE FISHING ALL DAY
50 cents. — Home back riding $1.00
hr. 50 cents 3k hr. — 5108 Horn
Lake Rd. - EX 8.1088.
BARBEE LAKE - Fishing and Horseback riding, 5108 Horn Lake Rd.
EX 8-1008

BOY SCOUTS WINNING IN
the Car Racing and Marble
Shooting contests w e r e:
First Row: Harper Blount,
Young,
Lawrence
first;

Michael Parrish, third. They
are members of Pack 195.

439 In LeMoyne
For The Suer
LeMoyne
college's summer sessions is
439, it WBS announced this
week by Mrs. Margaret Bush
McWilliams, registrar and director of. the summer school.
A breakdown shows 246 at
tending regular classes, 25 in
the audio-visual workshop, 15
In the Eenglish worshop, 9
taking a course in accounting.
15 in the workshop for nursery
school teachers, 29 in pre-college orientation, 40 in the
National Science Foundation
Institute and 60 taking swimming instructions.
Enrollment

second; and Andre Brown,
third. They are members of
Pack 162. In the second row
axe Tommie Taylor, first,
William Atkins, second, and

for

Archery Range At
Douglass Park

Marble Winners are Ronald
Brooks, first, Gerald Best,
second. They are members
of Pack 129. In the Third
row are: left to right; Mrs.
Elisabeth Blount. Mrs. Mamie Harper, Ivory Parrish,
Mrs. G. H. Best. Mrs. Barbara Brown, Mrs. M. W.
Brooks a n d Mrs. V. D.

FURNITURE
JNP Furniture Company
2451 Park Ave.
FA 7-7886
63.70 Weekly buys complete house at
to
Transnortation
1 1 ee
,
furniture
Stole. Ask for Paul or Jim.
APT. FOR RENT APT. 3
401 Boyd
JA 6-7421

MI East Gage

10 W(15t e,N

N
apply
I

EDR 8.1 ft
finished,
Walnut

Beautiful
Dike Piano
AA

429 South Main
FRIDIDARE, ELEC.. RANGE. REAL
Bargain. 3 new ophol. 3 Pe. He. rM.
sets $511.86 each 3 pc new teak walnut
suite with Inner spring matt. & boa
spring Inc. $148.96. Solid malmsey
21-inch RCA console TV. New plc.
tube gaur. 1 year 9149.9$. 7 ye. It,.
rm. group 111411.911 Used. Reg. zn.ss
lee. cedar robe MIME Retries. 640.95
& up.
PARK

An archery range will be
open for play at Douglass Park

AVENUE PURNIluttE
talrfas 7-3507

Monday. July 16, announces
POStTION WANTED
Neville C. Wooten of the Mem- Experienced College Grad. Dephis Recreation department.
sires clerk typist or P.B.X.
An instructor will be avail- Position WH2-3017
able to teach beginners.

3 MEN
'. p5 - 413. High School Education
A 1h sores OTIPriSlICe oroterre,
,••...
n...t In %Investiture*. Car is
v-strary. Able to furnish Bond.

PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
Write to
LAtalle

Call JAckson 6-8397

Water pd. Hot
JA 6-8045

P.O.
. .

Box

311 - GAM,
.....

'AGENTS AND DEALERS

WANTED....
TO SELL
THE MID-SOUTH'S MOST
PROGRESSIVE WEEKLY

III INKY DOR!.

WASIIINGION
Blues For Breakfast
4 to 6:30 A:M:

6:30 to 8:30 & 11 to 12 30

MAKE BIG MONEY---

ADS

—•1. Must have a car

—0—
We need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in advertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting

rates, wage progression and

IN D
PAN

HAVE

2. Must be a go-getter

merit increases

Wed

Spin
Natio
Alva
Peop
or. g

and

Ame
best°
Schw
--

PULLING

nd

0
'k
(;111

Furry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

THE
TRI-STATE DEFENDER

REUBEN

CLASSIFIED

11 SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED'

•••••••-•-

890 Weekly Earnings

2508 PARK

1966 MERCURY
Four-door, Power Equipment; take
iurmootes. Phone 682-8134 - After 4:30

Spinet

You or part time in Memphis Senr
postcard with some, address. arid
telephone to Dept. D; 147 8. Stratford Drive;
TIRSON. ARIZONA

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

Private party moving to Memphis, Tenn.
would like a truck load of furniture
moved from Chicago, Ill., to Memphis,
Tenn., on your return trip to Memphis
from Chicago.

No. Wayne.

HELP WANTED
15 GOOD WORKERS

4

NOTICE....MOVING VAN

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis. Tenn.

Bath.

YES
THIS
SPACE IS
FOR
AN
ADVERTISER

rYPITEVISI HoSIEWDRKILREll MAKS
money at home! Mailers, 2 Madison.
GREIsNCAISTLE. INDIANA

Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.

3 Rooms snd
water. Rear.
906 Loath

Gay

SAVE $50 - Buy Thousands of Ltmet
at wholesale. Send $1.00 (refundable
for rarg• illustrated catalog. Armorre
ot (lalfiornia, PO. Box 3117, Holly
wood, California.

Coll or Come In Today.

TV BARGAIN
Five Repossessed Console TV's. Take
JAP Fuurniture 00.
up Note*.
PA 74104

P11111.1 1 IS

Rooms and Bath - Water pd
Heat. JA 6-8065.

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defer

MOVING

A(;ENI'S WANTE1)

SELL RETAIL
ADVERTISING PART-TIME

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS

Grant.
(See STORY On Page In

Pie up Parment on French ProvinTurd B. R. Suit (I white) (1 cherry)
2 ye flying R. Butt pc. Cherry
D R. Suit - French Provincial
Stereo - Ant Point Air Conditioner
See from 5 PM. to 10 P.M.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

i

, New Tri-State Defender
:
Th.
225 South Wellington Street
JAckson 6-8397

$2
Mi

POWER

Ten
titivug
meat
diarin
niblist
As

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SIIE IS NOT
A GYPSY

This is her new office at the Missig
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in hei

new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragedif
If any of these are your problems, come let MAI/AM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
lust as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail
ed in the rest come see MAI/AM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
110IISE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus milked Whitehaven State Lint
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)

TRY
ONE
TODAY

oohstn
gels/
State
Herat
issign
tend:
thouss
ful

us

'
Cierne
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Me
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C4n
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two
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very
very
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MADAM BELL'S IIAND SIGN.

!"n
to k

SEND FOR INFORMATION '
TODAY

0
1,01,01f;\ 1,1111,

CANE COLK
1 2 :10 to 1:30 & 3 to 6

START
THE NEW TRI—STATE DEFENDER
COMING TO ME:

WLOK

City

1400

State

Zone —

Telephone number
Start selling today'-in your community,
neigliberhad or home town.

•

Nita]

CALL

YMCA
?IDS YOUR SUPPORT NOV!!
JOIN TODAY!
I. 19.Dormitory Rooms:

Home Address

4hlkir

254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6 2523

THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS

My Name

yOrrl

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Clean Wash Rooms - Showers . . .
Private Rath
Weekly Rates: $5 - $10
Year Round Swimming: 73,30 ff. 1. Modern Swimming Pool
°Ging - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting
Beautiful Sun Thrci Holds AA Rating.
3. Reoulatior Gym Equiprisci with Stage: Spectators So,lian with
Foe Tongues, Tournaments. Coropeistiv•
1200 se•iIng capacity
Matches. CI
Bowing
Community Programs
Fo,urns 4. 7-1.•rgss Club Rooms: Clob Meetings - Classes
Tees Conferences
JOIN THE "V" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES

JACKSON
6-8391

'
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